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CONVENTION 
FORUM ON PRIMARY CARE 
October 26, 1982 
ISSUES 
ISStJE ¥.l 
Is the provision of primary care the practice of nursing or the practice of medicine? 
"The intent of the first nurse practitioner demonstration project was to 
determine the safety, efficacy, and quality of a new mode of mu:sing 
practice designed to improve health care to children and families and 
to develop a new nursing role - that of pediatric nurse practitioner.• 
Loretta c. Ford. "A Nurse for All Settings: '!!le Nurse Practi-
tioner. 11 Nursing outlook, 27 :8 (Auqust 1979) , pp. 516-21. 
"The concept of using non-physician health professionals to perform basic 
medical services traditionally provided by physicians emerged in the 
mid-196O 1 s amidst widespread concei:n over a perceived physician shortage.• 
Lauren LeRoy, "Case Study #16: The Costs and Effectiveness of Hurse 
Practitioners," The Implications of cost-Effectiveness Analysis of Med-
ical Technology (Office of Technology Assessment, Congress of the united 
States, July 1981. ) 
"It was from • • • • trends in practice, education. and research in nursing 
and health care that the first nurse practitioner progrdm was conceptualized. 
The dearth of physician manpower provided the opportunity to test new roles: 
it was not, however, the raison d'etre for the initiation of the expanded 
role. 
"My personal goal was to test an advanced clinical role for the col!lll1UDity 
health nurse. and, if successful, to influence collegiate nursing educa ... 
tion programs. 
"The pediatric nurse practitioner program was futuristically designedwithin 
the parameters established by the nursing profession. 
"Before the original project was completed, many similar programs were 
initiated to prepare nurse practitioners, first in pediatric care and, 
later, many other kinds of nurse practitioners, such as family. adult, 
school, obstetrics/gynecology, geriatric, and perinata1 nurse practitioners. 
These later models included a larger component of the medical management 
of patients, though the essential framework of the pediatric nurse prac-
titioner remained. However,. some of the chanqes made in these later models 
"lost sight· of the academic standards, the initial 9oal of: integrating the 
nurse practitioner concepts into the degree curricula, and the mainte- · 
nance of the major conce~ual and philosophical dimensions of the nurs~g . <:,:: .· · 
role." •· , . . . · . · . '•"··"'"'·. ' .. · 
Loretta c. Ford,. "A Nurse for all settings:' 
(August 1979) , pp •. 516 ... 21 •. 
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• •••• the labeling of the nw:se practitioner~ a physician extender, 
midleve1 practitioner, or new health profl:!ss-ional all created iliusions 
that medicine.and nursing were on a hierarchical continuum of prepara-
tion and practice, ;,,.-i.th the physician and medicine at the pinnacle; 
Implicit in this assumption was that medicine was a generic discipline 
encompassing all aspects of curing and caring, comprehensive in its 
nature to include prevention, promotion, restoration, rehabilitation, 
and terminal. care, and legally and professionally authoritative and 
al.l powerful. • 
Loretta c. Ford, "A Nurse for All Settings: The Nurse Practi-
tioner,• Hu.rsing Outlook, 27:8 (August 1979), pp. 516-21. 
ISSUE 12 
Is the nurse praatiti.oner a neri, and distinct heal.th p?'Ofessional? ('flhat distinguishes 
the nurse praotiti.oner from other nurses? J 
"The model of the nurse practitioner was created fourteen years ago 
(1965) to expand the scope of nursing without altering its essential 
nature •••• today •••• the nurse practitioner is fast becoming the noC11 
for qualified professional nurses, regardless of the settings. 
"Role expansion •••• is not new for nurses; indeed one must view modern 
nursing practice as an early product of role expansion. 
"After nursing practice was initially expanded by many nurses pre-
pared in continuing education courses, baccalaureate nursing programs 
· began to incorporate expanded role concepts into both their basic and 
advanced curricula. Their students are now leaming to develop a 
comprehensive data base, to make judgements on the physical and 
psychosocial status of patients, to record their findinqs, and to 
use these to develop nursing care plans to the level of their sci-
entific preparation and stage of professional development. Some 
schools of nursing, like Herbert Lehman in New York and the Univer-
sity of Arkansas, have built their-basic cw:riculum around expanded 
role .concepts. At Lehman, students are expected to incorporate not on1y 
the traditional skills but also •four components of primaey care nursing-_ 
accountability, leadership, assessment, and management- that we (the 
faculty) regard as essential to effective practice." 
Loretta c. Ford, "A Nurse for All Settings: '!'he Nurse Practi-
tioner," Nursing Outlook, 27:8 (August 1979), pp. 516-21. 
"Physical assessment skills must be seen as necessary to. developing·. a 
sound basis for nursing plans, not as extra skills that pl.ace the 
practitioner·between two professional disciplines." 
Diane o. Mc:Givern, et al., •Teaching Primary care in a Bac-
calaureate Program," Nurs~Outlook, 26:441 (July 1976), p. 445. 
"Nurse practitioning is the use of better data gathering and the pro-
viding of complete nursing care for clients. Many of the differences 
between nurses.·and nurse practitioners simply are those in client 
relationships." 
Mary O'Neil Mundinger, Autonomy in Nursinq (Aspen Systems corp., 
1980}, p. 114. 
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•primary care is not synonymous with physical assessment. Examples of 
hands-off primacy care are the clients who 'ask for and require coun-
seling and education to resolve a.hea1th problem or l.ower the risk of 
one-the new diabetic, the overweight executive, or the stressed and 
anxious college student. Although physical assessment is not always 
a requirement of p:d.marJ care, it greatly enhances the service, esJ?El- ,; 
cially if the assessment is carried out by the same primary care-qiver. 
"Instead of .the nurse practitioner's being regarded as a new and special 
breed of health practitioner, skilled in management of conunon medical 
probl.ems, that person should be seen as the generic nurse of the future 
who has extended the scope of client conditions where nursing therapy 
can be utilized fully." 
Nurse vs. Nurse Practitioner 
"Much has been written here about the special qualitative difference the 
nurse practitioner can make in clients' health achievements, especially· 
in_a joint practice. Nursing still ~aces a mish-mash of title~~~ 
educational preparation, all lumped together under R.N. As clinician, 
clinical specialist, and now nurse practitioner have arisen within the 
R~N- ranks, there is 1'!10re confusion,. fragmentation, and concern for the 
client about what to expect from a nurse. And indeed there is a dif-
ference in scope of practice. Nurse practitioner is not a new bree~ ~r 
new hea1th professional as some would have us believe. Nurse practitioner 
is the generic nurse of tomorrow. The word practitioner was tacked on 
at a time when the profession and the. public needed to identify a big 
;ump forward in the scope of nursing autonomy and accountability. The 
~ew skills were a conscious effort to make that giant step, not just 
incremental progress. 
"Now that those skills have become incorporated into the practice of many 
nurses, the differential title is becoming superfluous. As long agu as 
1972, almost every baccalaureate nursing program in the country was add-
ing physical assessment skills to its curriculum. Now wides~read are. 
master's degree and continuing education programs.to teach history taking 
and physical assessment for baccalaureate degree holders lacking those 
skills. Management skills bassd on those data are also being taught. 
"Even~ually every nurse will have the nurse practitione; skills and per-
spective. Nurse means professional nurse, and regardless of the setting 
where each practices, the repertoire of skills, the depth anq scope of 
learning, and the accountability to clients for care will be the same." 
Mary O'Neil Mundinger, Autonomy in Nursing (Aspen Systems Corp., 
1980.). pp. 116, 126, 158. 
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"At first, the in.tegration of practi.ti.oner concepts addressed mainl.y 
the needs of students preparing for practice in pri.maxy care settings. 
The current trend in graduate programs, however., is to encourage com-
prehensive assessment skills and management in all the advanced majors. 
In some schools, core -courses which provide leamin(JS in comprehensive 
assessment are offered for all graduate students regardless of their 
specialty." 
Loretta c. Ford, "A Nurse for All Settings: 'l'he Nurse Practi-
tioner," Nursing outlook, 27:B (August 1979), p. 520. 
"In addition to formalizing nursing theoretica1 frameworks for primary 
health care, educators now can provide practitioner students with exper-
ienced role models. No longer do we have to look to physicians to help 
implement the role. This phenomenon can short-circuit the "mini-doc" 
syndrome and free up new practitioners to advance the profession with 
innovative approaches for combining nursing and medicine." 
l~lly C. Billingsley and Doreen c. Harper, "The Extinction of the 
Nurse Practitioner: Threat or Reality?" Nurse Practitioner, 7:9 
(October 1982), pp. 22-30. 
"The nursing community was divided over A.11922. It seemed that it 
would have benefited certain practitioners, but not all. A serious 
question arose over whether it might actually harm the profession by 
interrupting through government fiat the natural evolution of nursing." 
Maurice o. Hinchey, in a letter to Cathryne A. Welch, September 27, 
1982. 
"The realities of hospital practice have meant that nurses have become 
more directly involved in patient treatment. In fact, many of the 
tasks formerly regarded as solely those of a physician are now commonlv 
shared by nurses. Monitoring cardiac arrhythmias, electro1ytes, and 
blood gases and administration of intravenous medication are but a few 
of many examples. This shifting interface between nurses and physicians 
has caused some confusion about the proper role for nurses and the re-
lation of nursing functions to medical functions in the ot;>timal care of 
patients. In intensive-care units and various specialty services in 
which the interface has been well defined and timely decision making is 
critical, physicians and nurses have worked together effe~ively and 
without conflict. The dramatically increased survival rates of low-
-birth-weight infants, for example, are directly attributable both tc 
advanced knowledge and technology and to the effective collaboration of 
doctors and nurses. 
"However, in noncritical. care, the authority of nur~es to make necessaey 
decisions is more ambiguous. This is not a problem of confrontation 
involving boundaxy disputes: nurses do not seek to be "captain of the 
team." They do, however, .need the authority to act in matters within 
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their spheres of competence. Changing inappropriate special diets; 
modifying medications when indicated, including dosage and mode of admin-
istration; rescheduling strenuous diagnostic procedures as war::-anted 
.by patients' conditions: changing surgical dressings if needed: deci-
ding on the frequency of vital-sign monitoring; inserting catheters for 
patients unable to void; and contributing to decisions on the appropriate 
"cl.me and place for hospital discharge are all examples of such judgements, 
which if not made in a timely fashion result in inconvenience and dis-
comfort to ~atients and in diminished productivity for both doctors and 
nurses. 
"A promising stretegy for the improvement of nursing-home care is to 
strengthen the role of nurses as primary providers, with physicians in 
consultative roles. Physicians and nurses working collaboratively 
could improve care for patients, enhance opportunities for recruitement 
and retention of nurses, and give physicians a greater sense of accom-
plishment about the value of their own participation in-nursinqhome care." 
Linda H. Aiken and David Mechanic, "A Cooperative Agenda for 
Medicine and Nursing," The New England Journal of Medicine, Vol. 307 
No. 12 {September 16, 1982}, pp. 747-50. 
•primary health care services are not the exclusive domain cf nurses who 
call themselves nurse practitioners. Such services are routinely im-
ple!!lellted by community health nurses, clinical nursing specialists and 
other nurses c,.irrently practicing under other specialty titles. Dif-
ferent categories of professional specialists are normally not defined 
in J.aws regulating the professions. 
•The legislation does not in any way preclude nurses from deliverir,q 
primary health care services to the extent that they are le~lly part 
of nursing practice. 
•rt is true that professional specialties are not norma1ly defined in 
tile law. H!Ne..-er. we do not consider nurse practiticners to be a 
specialty. '!'his !:>ill directs i esel f to that practice whic.'t crosses 
legally determined lines between professions.• 
Rachael Block, •Response to NYSHA's Mamorandum in OpFQsiticn to 
Prepared Nurse Practitioner Legislation," (New York State Assembly, 
1982) 
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April 28, 1981 
OPEN LETTER TO: Elaine Beletz, President NYSNA 
Board of Directors 
Nur» PtOCttllOl>oH' Program 
(315) 473-4276 
The Number 1, March 1981 LeQislative Bulletin contains an editorial, 
with no editor identified,, which boldly requests that a "case for nursing 
unity" be made over the Primary Health Service Legislation {ie: The 
Governor's bill}. It asks the question 11will nurses stand united for pre-
servation of the Nurse Practice Act and consumer access to legitimate -
nursing services? OR will nurses be divided and thereby aid passage of anti-
nursing and thus anti-public 1egislation?" It goes on to urge unity behind 
the Governor's bill, warns of the dangers other pending legislation may 
impose from NYSNA's point of view, and states that passage of any other legis-
lation would destroy nursing unity. 
On the face of this, it is a wonderful proposal. The need for nursing 
unity in all issues affecting the profession is, and will continue to be of 
paramount importance if we are to continue to grow and impact positiveiy in 
the health care arena. 
To those of us who have worked continuously for the last seven years to 
educate the public and the profession of the work and role of nursing in the 
primary care area,it should feel like a wonderful step forward and perhaps the 
answer to our prayers. It doesn't. I hasten to give you my reasons why. 
The issue is not one of unity or disunity as the organization states. 
The need for legislation to "enhance the role of the nurse in our health care 
system ••• (and) to pennit registered professional nurses who meet certain 
educational requirements to provide primary health care services" (Governor 
Cary's 6th Annual State of the Health Message, March 4, 1980} has been an 
urgent need since the legal opinion of one person representing the State 
Education Department rendered some of the practice of nurse practitioners in 
primary care illegal. (1976) Efforts to bring NP 1 s to trial for their illegal 
acts have been notably unsuccessful, but the threat of prosecution, harassment 
of NP's in their work settings, and loss of jobs to non-nurses because of the 
nature of that decision have been a constant problem. The issue is that there 
are over 2,000 nurse practitioners practicing in New York State under constant 
threat of prosecution - not because they are practicing poor nursing care, but 
because a single opinion/interpretation of the law governing their practice 
continues to prevail, which limits it. 
The interpretation of the-illegality of the practice act was considered 
by NYSNA and by me as a narrow one, probably not appropriate and surely not 
in the best interest of the uursing profession or the future of health care 
'=t:t-7, 
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delivery in our state. The early attempts by nurse practitioners were to 
encourage and persuade the State Education Department and officials of the 
Health Department that this was so. It swiftly became apparent that one 
indirect method of controlling nursing practice in the future was to do it 
through its newest and most vulnerable minority, nurse practitioners. When 
we turned to NYSNA for help, we were told often, there was no problem. The 
practice act was fine. Easy to say when it is not your license at stake; 
hard to take when your professional organization does not choose to recognize 
your plight even though they propose to represent you. 
The lack of united effort for nursing by the major professional organization 
and the Board of Nursing which governs the legal practice of the profession. 
has been a frustrating and astounding situation for six years on this issue. 
Indeed, since the very beginning of the difficulty relating to nurse practitioners 
there has been a lack of productive communication which mioht well have solved 
the problem. In many efforts to understand the differences and to try to bring 
some spirit of compromise to the problem, I have had conversations with both 
Executive Directors, which have c1early shown a standoff posture on both sides. 
In my observation, each group expects the other to change their mind. Neither 
clearly recognizes the ro1e they should play in the onaoing develooment of sound 
nursing practice which re9ulates as little as possible-and protects the oublic 
maximally. There is ret.arica-1 public cooperation, but after six years of 
listening to conflicting logic, double bills being presented, walking back and 
forth between two offices and hearing absolutely opposing views, I feel it is 
a time for more substantial evidence of real cooperation. Sadly, I do not see 
it on the horizon. 
From the beginning what was needed by the N.P. constituents in NYSNA was 
recognition of the problems they faced in this untenable position, support in 
trying to find a solution and the unity you so desperately seek at this time 
to help them find ways to maintain their professionalism and continue their 
practice. Other nurses needed to recognize that their colleagues were in 
trouble, try to understand the difficulty and support them in their effort to 
expand the horizons of nursing into primary care. 
.What was given was a dishonorable discharge from the profession! The 
vitriolic, constant and dam~ging accusations that NP's are not nurses which 
are promulgated and publicly presented by members of the staff and elected 
representative;;;.of NYSNA certainly are no show of unity from the prospective 
of the NP's you represent. 
A classic example of one caustic address was published as late as this 
fall in the Journal following the convention under the authorship of Dr. Veronica 
Driscoll. It was not a new llleSsage. I have heard it in one fonn or another 
for the last several years. NP's have been the cause of many problems,. they 
are the example of nurses who have sold out, been dissuaded from "true nursing", 
they are the 11 bad seed" - most certainly to be ignored if not destroyed. They 
do not toe the line. They do not know what nursing is. NYSNA does not support 
them. 
The appallin_g lack of understanding of the role of nursing in primary care 
could be forgiven on the basis of personal bias, or even a lack of being in 
touch with the needs of today's patients and the nurses who care for them. But 
this view is not a single person's idea which the organization may fail to own. 
I have born the shame of this state of arrested adolescence, where self-identify 
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is so fragile that it cannot sustain differences within "the peer group", 
for the last seven years as an oft repeated, widely circulated opinion of 
NYSNA in its forums, its conventions and its legislative missles, the disbelief 
ofleaislators fellow NP 1 s, nurses who do not share this feeling, physicians 
who respect the role of nursing in health delivery and myself with as much . 
dignity as I can muster. It is hard not to be equally as brutal and unconstrained, 
to disown the organization which so badly represents me. But I have.strongly 
held the beliefs that nurses MUST learn to respect each other, that 1n these 
times of growth we cannot afford to bloody each other in public, that ~e do not 
have the luxury to disown some of our very best nurses, that our role 1s to be 
competent rather than clones, and our responsibility is to help each othe: 
understand our strengths and needs so that we can better s~and ~he buffeting. 
which lies ahead as health care changes and nursing seeks its rightful place in 
caring for patients. It has been painful to be true to these beliefs. However, 
a few of us managed not only to keep our membership and establish a spec~al 
interest group which might better represent us. bu! have managed to c?nvince 
injured nurse practitioners that they did have a right to representation b~ 
their professional organizationD Even with our imperfect method for counting 
them all NYSNA has over 650 nurses in the primary care group. a healthy 
increase»from four in 1977. We have also established local groups of NP's and 
otners who feel they practice in expanded roles. In many _ca~es :"'e h~ve ~een 
able to convince them to become soecial interest groups within tne d1str1cts, 
and all contain NYSNA members. In a state where tri-level membership is no! 
mandatory, that is an impressive_feat in ~he face o'. all th~ controversy which 
has been raised by the organization relating to their practice. 
We have done this because we believe in unity, we care about the future 
of nursing and we want to be recognized as the professional _nurses we_are~ It 
is time that you looked at these real motives and cease to imbue us with other 
aaendas 11 - a tenn often expressed in Guilderland, and most recently to the elected 
chairperson of our special interest group~ are a worthy group of nurses who 
ceserve better from you. We know what unity 1s. Perhaps there are some lessons 
to be learned from us. Primary care teaches the nurse many lessons. Among them 
is the need for cooperation between all liealth care personnel, the need !O en~age 
the patient•in their own care and the need to trust interdependent relationships. 
Patients are not your captives, pnysicians and other health care pers?n~el are 
not the enemy and your practice is based on co~petence and the recogn1tion of 
your own antonym and responsibilities. 
The tenn 11 independent practice" strikes fear in the hea~ts of many, and is 
the watchword of the new left in nursing. It is a gross~y m1sunder~tood term 0 
Nurses should want the opportunity to practice and be pa1~ !or ser~1ces_th~y are 
trained to provide. They have a right to independent decision making w1th1n . 
their competence and have the respons~b~lity of setting the_param~ters of their 
practice. Being an independent practit10ner does not mean 1sol~t1on of oneself 
or ignoring the need of interdependent practice between professions. It takes 
a nature level of self-identity and confidence to trust,_to :ol~aborate, to 
function in primary care. When NP's are asked about the1r willingness to work 
with physicians they often express their willingness to do S?- I know very few 
nurse practitioners who feel this relationship is one of dominance, but ra!h~r.a 
mode of interdependent practice based on mutual respect and sh?red respons 1 b111ty. 
Most feel they are practicing nursing to the best level of the~r competence,_and 
enter the areas of shared expertise between all health pr?fessional~ secure 1n 
their individual level of competence in those areas. It ~s as fool1sh to call 
this type of practice "selling out" as it is to. call mar~1age or other shared 
states of living together aberrant. Collaborat1ve pract1ce only hurts those who 
r6:<:. .. !ef~,i~,-,, 
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cannot build levels of trust and cooperation that are functional. 
Th{wording of the legislation to be supported is irnportanto There is 
nothing wrong with the Governor 1 s bill from my perspective, but then, there 
was never anything wrong with the nurse practjce act. The issue is still that 
there must be some legislative agreement about the practice of nurse practi-
tioners. The bottom line in gettir.g legislation is getting it sponsored and 
voted upon positive~y. Both NYSNA and nurse practitioners have been very active 
in the legislative halls in the last few years. We know the tangled and often 
powerful roles played by special interest groups both in the scene and behind 
it the power struggles and the need for strong lobby. At the writing of this, 
the Governor's bill has no sponsor. What I have been told by many of the actors 
in the play about·nurse practitioners is that the Governor's bill has not a 
prayer of ever getting voted upon positively by a majority of legislators. And 
so, the plea to be united behind a bill that cannot succeeds to solve a problem 
that desperately needs solution. is a hollow, if not foolish one. The resistence 
of NP's to back the bill with no conversations about the possibility for negotiation 
with the two other bills that are forthcomin~ comes from a realistic sense of the 
situation, not a resistence to unity. 
Although the Legislative Coordinator stated earlier in the year that NYSNA 
was opposed to compromise, I choose to believe that was not a stareinent of fact, 
but merely an opinion. Compromise does not mean 1oss, it means function. To 
disagree does not mean one is a dissident. To be different does not warrant being 
drufilffied 01Jt of the ranks. The concept that 11 a nurse is a nurse is a nurse" is 
an ancient and backward a stance as 11 a patient is a thing with no rights. 11 
If what you truly want is unity, than I submit that you must listen better 
to the units, care about the individuals that you have been elected to represent 
and solicit their ideas, opinions and needs with less selectivity. 
I belong to NYSNA because I am a nurse who believes in the honor of our 
profession, the need for changing and evolving roles for nurses in a changing 
society and- I resent being represented as an outsider, a "non-nurse" a 11seller-
out11 among my peers who should, at the least, give equal time and consideration 
to my needs as they do to theirs and who should not use public arenas to bloody 
me, but should support me as a colleague and argue fairly with me in private. 
The continued need for legislation, or to change the legal opinion of the 
State Education Department remains THE issue at present. fhe need for unity is 
real. Unity takes many fonns. I look hopefully to a future ~~thin NYSNA when 
I can again feel a valued member of my peer group, and not need t.o waste my energy 
oattling for what is rightfully the realm of nursing both within ar.d without. • 
Whatever energy I can give to promoting this future I offer as a nursing 
colleague. I strongly urge you to listen to the 2,000 nurse practitioners who 
practice in this state lest you sever your own right arm and find out you cannot 
write with your left. 
FWW/jk 
Respectfully, your colleague 
-~df:cr~ 
Fay W. Whitney, RN, HS, A.'fP I 
Associate Professor and Director 
Nurse Practitioner Program 
.. 1:-t, Q /TAU UfllYER/ITY of flEW YORK 
TO: · £Jaine Beletz. President 
Board of Directors 
May l~ 1981 
·-·Hura "Prai:tltlOnef ProgrDIITI 
{315) 473-4276 
Thank you for the opportunity to observe and pa-rti ci pate in the recent 
Board of Directors meeting on Apri 1 30, 1981. 
My purpose in being there was to accompany Alice Chico,. my colleague, 
and to support her efforts to keep lines of comnunications open between groups, 
of nurses who are working to support legislation that will allow the practice 
of nurse practitioners in this state. Since resolutions of the Board had 
already been drafted prior to her presentation, my presence was not necessary, 
and although the discussion was sidetracked into related issues, I wish to 
reaffinn for you what was said during lunch relating to Alice 1 s role with 
Coalition in the past. · 
Alice has utmost integrity as a person and a nurse and has, from my 
perspective. represented NYSNA in a straightforward and open way. She has,never 
claimed to be the spokesman for NYSNA, but only stated her intention to seek 
the board's approval of such a position. She has been forthright in sharing 
with you, through Jane Fielding, all of her activities relating to the Coalition 
and made available to you materials pertinent to the group. lf she has bee.n 
represented otherwise, I believe that to be·a disservice to her. I am person-
ally sorry that she will not be continuing in that role since she has made a 
prodigious effort to carry the message to the Coalition that she brought to you. 
Without speaking for her, I think she shares my commitment to 1 isten to many 
voices and to try to keep c01m1unication flowing between groupsi. regardless of 
the circumstances. In short, I believe Alice has well represented you in the· 
past in her relationship with the Coalition and I trust that you will not be 
influenced to believe any other way. 
By now you have received the letter I sent to you regarding my feelings 
and frustrations. I am sure some of them were evident during the meeting. 
The views and ideas expressed by me in the meeting are my own. Although I 
was introduced as an officer of the Coalition by you, I did not come to rep-
-resent the Coalition, and would not want the Board to believe that they were 
receiving infonnation or opinions that reflect theconcensus of the membership 
of the Coalition. That maybe something which would be desirable to seek in . 
the future,. and in keeping with my desire to continue to work toward. a united 
effort, Lwould be glad_ to facilitate that occurrance. Please call on me if 
I can be .of help. 
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Th~nk ~ou for _your kind invitation to share in your party luncheon. 
was a.frne 1dea wh1ch I. am sure the staff appreciated, as did I. 
FWW/jk 
Kindest persona 1 regards, 
-==1r~ 
Fay W .. Whitney, RN, HS, ANP 
Associate Professor and Director 
Nurse Practitioner Program 
It 
.j 
CATHRYNE A. WELCH, RN, EdD 
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 
I 
I 
Fay W. 'Whitney, R.N., M.S., A.N.P. 
Associate Professor and Director 
Hurse Practitioner Program 
State University of New York 
Upstate Medical Center 
7S0 East Adams Street 
Syracuse, NY 13210 
Dear Ms. Whitney: 
nw 1j,,.t St,,le nlU'.ded Ad6oclation 
2113 WESTERN AVENUE 
GUILDERLAND, NEW YORK 12084 
PHONE (518) 456-9333 
May 6, 1981 
Your April 28 and May l letters to President Beletz were received .in this 
office May 1 and May 4 respectively and have been brought to Dr. Beletz' 
attention. The copies which you sent for the Board of Directors are being 
distributed to them. 
CAW:wmb 
Sincerely yours, 
Cathryne A. Welch · 
Executive Director 
CON.ffTU& .. T OF THE ANPIC&N f!llt.a•KS ASt,.nC.JATIOfr,fi 
Issue No. l: .Mar~h, 1981 
NORSE RECRUITMBN'l'/RE'l'EN'l'ION, HBAI.'l'H CARE SYSTEM RBP0RM 
DISCUSSED · BY GOVERNOR IN "STATE 01' '1'IIB BDLTB• IIBSSACZ 
On March 4, Governor carey presen~d to the Legislature his 6th annual "State of the 
Health" Message. It encOlllPassed five broad areas: 'l'be Baergent Crisis in the Health 
Professions, Hea~th Care system RefOZ111; Medicaid .Management, Risk Populations, and 
Protecting Our Future. 
"The nursing profession has always been one 
the mainstays of the heal~ care system,• 
the Governor declared at the outset-of his . 
discussion of "The·Emergent Crisis in the 
Health Professions." He.then noted that New 
York "is currently faced with severe prob-
lems in recruiting and retaining qualified 
nurses." 
"The solution to this problem," Carey said, 
"lies in improving retention of nurses with-
in New York State, within individual health 
ca.re facilities and within the nursing pro-
fession itself rather than in inqreasing the 
supply of registered nurses through the 
State's nursing education system. ·Accord-
ingly, I will direct those. State agencies 
concerned with tho education and employment 
of nurses to assist hospitals, nursing homes 
and other nursing employers in improving 
career plans for their·nursing staffs, in 
developing creative and tlexible work sched-
ules which recognize-personal and family 
1,,·tids, and in expanding continuing educ a ti on 
opportunities for professional enrichment." 
. . 
Tnterestingly, the Govemor~s comments echo 
those made; Just ··one week earlier, by. NYSNA 
President-Elaine E. Beletz at a Public Hear-
ing on nursing issues. 
Shn pointed out "that "nurses are individu-
ally licensed professionals," tben urged as 
a romedy for the. alleged nursing z.:horta,Je: 
"pe.rmi t. thelft. t:O practice . their profession·. II · 
El!lb<>rating on this, Presic;!ent Beletz said: 
(oont. 'P(lge 2) 
Editol"iaZ. 
PRIMARY HEALTH SERVICE LEGISLATIOI!: 
A CASE FOR NURSING UNITY 
'that age-old problea is upon us once again. 
Various non-nursing groups are trying to 
trespass into nursing; violate the integrity 
of the Nurse Practice Act; carve out, re-
define and· force non-nursing supervision of 
legitimate nursi_ng functions. 
How do these groups plan to achieve their 
goal? 'l'be first and meat illportant step is 
(as it has been in the past): divide the 
nursing ccmmunity. Division in our ranks 
nullifie.s the credibility of any •voice of 
nursing~ and thus weakens nur~ing opposi-
tion to inappropriate interference. Also. 
disunity and disagreement among nurses, 
particularly on such a fundamental point as 
the scope of professional nursing practice, 
gives support to those who claill nurses 
can't •get their own house in orcJe.r• and 
therefore need outside direction and super-
vision. 
'I .. '. -, time the specific issue is state l~g-
is l ation pertaining to provision of primary 
health care services by registered profes-
sional nurses. 
The question ·is: Will nnrses stand united 
for preservation of the Nurse Practice Act 
and consumer access to lcgitlllilte nursing 
s,•1vices? (Jp will· nurses be divided and 
thereby aid passage.of anti-nursing - and, 
thiJS, anti-public legislation? 
'th•~ case for n~ing. unity can be found 
L------------'~co_n_t. ~3) 
PRIMARY CARE (continued) 
in Governor carey•s legislative proposal. 
As indicated in his recent State of the 
Health Message (see page l article), the 
Govemor plans to re-submit a bill that re-
affirms the right of professional nurses to 
provide primary health care services and 
facilitates consumer access to these 
services. 
This bill will hold nurses directly account-
able to clients and will·remove questions 
and inpediments that have plagued primary 
nursing services. Conversely, this bill 
will not characterize nursing practice as 
medically ch:legated or supervised, nor will 
it establish an additional title or license 
for nurses in primary care. 
In short, th!? Governor's proposal will pre-
serve nursing's autonomous identity and 
maintain the integrity of the Nurse Prac-
tice Act as well as its consistency with 
other professional acts. 
The Governor's proposal merits the unified 
support of nurses. NYSNA calls upon the 
nursing co111111Ul'lity to mobilize behind the 
c,c,vernor's bill - swiftly and e~phatically. 
A bill has already been introduced in the 
Assembly (A.2165) which would allow certain 
nursing functions only "under the direction 
and guidance ••• " of a physician. This bill 
also gives the State Education Commissioner 
the power to "adopt regulations establish-
ing special areas of nursing practice, 
identifying the general and specific ser-
vices which may be provided by nurses ••• " 
In addition, the State Education Department 
intends to introduce legislation on this 
subject again this year. The Department's 
bill of last year characterized nursing as 
·medically delegated and supervised. It 
also gave the Commissioner almost unlimited 
power to define nursing practice and .estab-
lish education and certification require-
ments for nursing. 
It would be a crippling blow to nursing 
autonomy and self-regulation if our own 
disunity provi~ed the opportunity for pas-
sage of any bill other than the Governor's. 
Even worse, the public's access to services 
of qualified nurses would continue to be 
limited by other health care providers or 
institutions. 
In 1972, nurses.rallied unified support for 
passage of our landmark Nurse Practice Act. 
In 1981, will we rally the same unity and 
courage? Or will we be divided and permit 
erosion of the very definition of practice 
we fought so hard to achieve? The long 
view of history suggests that when dealing 
with "survival" issues, nursing unity pre-
vails. Now is not the time to reverse that 
proud history! 
Governor Carey's representatives 
report that the Governor's Bill 
will be introduced around Aprill -
watch for bill numbers! 
NYSNA PROGRAM BILLS 
'86 · PROPOSAL AND EXEMPT CLAUSE RE:PEAL . 
NOW IN LEGTSLATTI'F COMMITTEE'S 
'iwo of NYSNA •::. Program Bi 1 ls for 1981 h.:1ve been : ntroduced in the Legislature, assigned 
hill nuni>ers, and referred.to app:ropriate Committees. 
7985 Proposal - S.3456 - This bill to clarify, standardize and elevate future entry into 
r~m·:.ing has bee11 introduced in the State Senate ::.nd a.ssigr:ied the bill number lis7ed. 
senators Joseph R. Pisani (R/C - New Rochelle) and Gary L. Ackerman (D/L - Flushing) are 
thr. bi 11' s co-spnnsors. s. 3456 is currently in the Senate Education c, ,mmi ttee. 
F.t:£mpt CZ-aune Repeal - S. 1480;A. 1942 - _This NYSNA i:·rogram Bill calls for repeal of that 
clause in the Nurse Practice Act which permits unlicensed personnel in the Department of 
Mental Hygiene to practice ·nursing. The bill numbers. listed reflect the fact that this 
bill has been introuucea in both the Senate .and Assembly. 
(cant. pag~ 4) 3 
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7~E.AdamtSt. 
. Ss,,acvw. York 13210 
Senator Tarley Lc,mbardi 
State Office Building 
Syracuse, NY 13202 
Dear Tarky: 
January ~o. 1981 
Enclosed is the original copy of the memorandum I sent via Cindy Beuter and the 
teletype yesterday addressing the "hoped for" approach to drafting legislation 
for nurse practitioners. I am deeply indebted to you for gathering all interested 
parties together for discussion. As I am sure Mark told you. the group, largely 
Jim Mccomack. suggested that Dr. Bullou9h and I create a third proposal. So, 
you now have it. 
I didn't have the opportunity to talk with you about your ideas for strategy, and 
I would appreciate knowing if you want to work with the other three legislators. 
or develop your own approach. Perhaps you could call and tell me what you think 
step #2 should be. I am most anxious to get the moment1.111 behind the ball and push. 
My sincere thanks for your interest and help. 
FWW/lr 
Kindest.personal regards,· 
Fay W. Whitney, RN, MS, ANP 
Associate Professor and Director 
Nurse Practitioner Program 
.'."--1. 
4h ~,_~~-~-
MEMORANDUM ----------
RE: Analysis of proposed legislation relating to the provision of primary 
health care by registered professional nurse practitioners. 
· TO: Senator TarkY Lombardi. Mr. Oagget, Mr. McConnack, Dr. Frietag. Dr. 
Sctlaidt and others in attendance, January 28, 1981 
FRCII: Fay W. Whitney and Dr. Bonnie Bullough 
The analysis of the existing proposals and the drafting of the enclosed 
proposal is intended to represent the ideas and concerns of the authors seeking 
to legitimize the practice and-title of nurse practitioners in New York State. 
In general. it is the intent to: (1) recognize the title of nurse 
practitioner, (2) recognize the need for educational background to perfonn in 
the areas of present practice for nurse practitioners, (3) recognize the need 
for a method of identifying nurse practitioners to protect the public and 
(4) delineate the general areas of practice which require additional legisla-
tion in order to address present counsel concerns, (5) recognize existing 
legislation which presently describes the lawful _practice of registered nurses. 
The fonnat of the proposal includes sections from both A-11733 and A-11056 
in an effort to address the concerns currently known to exist surrounding this 
legislation. 
EXPLANATION ANO RATIONALE 
Section to be amended: The placement of the provisions has been of prime 
concern to the nursing cormiunity. They were willing to allow this placement. 
Title of Hurse Practitioner: The public is best served by appropriate designa-
tion of these nurses. The intent should be to include all advanced clinical 
nurse titles {i.e. Clinical Specialists, Nurse Midwives, Nurse Anesthetists}, 
but should not be construed to mean basic nursing education. We have deleted 
the phrase "either before or after licensure 11 to emphasize this point. Those 
nurses who may receive concurrent advanced training with the licensure process 
{i.e. programs which provide the nursing components post baccalaureate} may 
qualify for this kind of practice through national certifying exams. 
Addition of National Certifyin9 Exams~ Nurses now practicing as nurse practi-
tioners have evolved from a variety of educational backgrounds. Since 1977, 
the State Education Department has registered programs which has standardized 
the educational process. Graduation from these approved programs (presently 
13 in New York State) should be one method of recognizing the educational 
level obtained. Hany states now accept reciprocal "approval of programs" to 
- enable practitioners to move from state to state. This is reflected_in the. 
phrase •or in a program detennined by the department as equivalent". The • 
third method of qualifying recognizes the profession's effort to insure sk1ll$ 
aJMI education as they relate to competence by examination through peers. The 
; 
. l . 
i 
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certifying bodies within the profession have created a process for testing 
competence which shou1d be recognized, similar to state board examinations for 
registered nurses. Use of this method would allow functioning~ competent 
nurse practitioners to practice without placin~ the public health in jeopardy. 
Protocols (Hritten· agreements): This language is unnecessary if the legisla-
tion can be thought t,o intend that co11aborati'le practice is based on appropriate 
referral and delegated responsibilities by either professional to the other and 
is carried out in a systematic way. This provision is present in many other 
states. In the event that this provision must be included. the protocols should 
be promulgated by the agency, the nurse practitioner and the physician. The role 
of the Board of Nursing and the Board of Medicine in the development of the 
protocols should be to monitor the existence of rather than the ,eroduction of 
protocols in practices not covered by article 28a 
Scope of Function: The language in #A-11056 describing the need to have the 
scope of function regulated by the commissioner seems redunddnt. The scope 
of function is set forth in the body of the proposed legislation. {lines 3-7) 
lines 9-16 in A-11056 were deleted after consideration because of the great 
difficulty encountered in other states in administering this kind of section. 
The cOfl'imissioner would be well advised to not be involved in detennining the 
specialties, but in allowing the profession to do so. 
Examinations: National certifying exams arc presently available and represent 
unifying and quality identification of competence. Requiring a state level 
examination seems redundant and was therefore eliminated. 
Limits of Nurse Practitioner to.Physician ratio: Although the intent of this 
language is understood to represent a means of insuring that neither the nurse 
practitioner nor the public be abused by inappropriate utilization of 
nurse practitioners in primary care. there is no real danger of this. The 
language, in fact, limits practice, not allowing for the development of creative 
practices which would provide quality care and appropriate manpower utilization 
in a variety of settings. Further, this lan1uage parallels the legislation 
which is presently applied to pi.ysician ass1stants. Whereas this may be api)ro-
priate when the physician license must cover the entire scope of the r,nysician 
assistants• practice, it is not appropriate when considering the $Cope of 
practice of a nurse practitioner. The practice of a nurse practitioner is largely 
nursing, which does not require physician consultation. This amendffient shGu1d 
cover the collaborative practice areas of practice. Any ratio should be deter-
mined by the professionals involved in the pructice, and monitored by the Boards 
which represent each profession under present disciplinary procedures. 
Certification: The provision for a method of designating nurse practitioners 
must be made. The section relating to qualifications was accepted, deleting 
the examination process. 
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Monies a ro riated for imolementation: Monies derived from fees will be 
app ied toward imp ementation. The g:r.ount of r.:oney needed to implement the 
: process of certifying the nurswractitioner is not known, but it is felt 
that enough should be allocatedso that the process of certifying is not a 
further impedence to the practice of nurse practitioners. 
£51UJ!rehensiveness.of the legislation: Experience in other states has shown 
that tightly structured legislation relating to the evolvin~, dynamic practice 
of professions has created a morass of legislative horror. Details of the 
. implementation of the law are better done through careful development of the 
regulations relating to the law by the profession and the various departments 
within the state than within the body of the 1egislation. While we recognize 
the need for more detailed structure in implementation. the broader language 
of the proposed amendment which we have produced best insures appropriate, · 
rather than restrictive legislation. 
S1111l1clr,¥: There is need for the proposed legislation. We strongly urge 
i11111ediate attention to the needed changes. The langua9e should be broad 
enough to allow for regulation following adoption of the law. but comprehen-
sive enough to designate the identity and education of the nurse providing 
the services designated as primary care. 
The need for careful preparation of the legislative proposal is well 
known. We would be willing to provide further consultation on any proposals 
that might be forthcor.iing, and indeed request that the nurse practitioners 
throughout the state be consulted as the proposals are explored and developed. 
We hope that this analysis has been helpful. 
FWW/BB/lr 
PROPOSAL FOR A.YiENm•iENT 
The two proposals contain different legal language, and may need to be 
redrafte~ entirely. However, we have utilized the existing language with 
some modifications, to present the sense of the rationale which acco.~panies 
· this proposal. 
AN ACT to amend the education law, in relation to the provision of primary 
health care services by registered professional nurse practitioners.* 
The people of the State of New York, represented in Senate and Assembly, 
do enact as follows: 
l. Section 1. Section sixty-nine hundred nine of.the education law·is 
2. amended by adding a new subdivision four to read as follows: 
~.4. Health services which may be performed by a registered professional 
nurse practitioner, in collaboration with a licensed physician, shall 
include diagno-
5. sis of illness and performance of therapeutic and corrective measures, 
6. including (immunization against preventable diseases and issuance of 
7. prescription drugs, other than controlled substances.) Such nurses 
8. shall have completed 
9. edu~ational preparation for these health services in a nursing program 
10. registered by the state department of educdtion or in a program deter-
11. mined by the department to be equivalent> or have been certified as 
a nurse practitioner by an approoriate national certifying body in 
their specialty. 
12. rlothing in this subdivision·shall be deemed to limit the practice of 
nursing as a registered professional 
13. nurse pursuant to this artic1e nor to deny any registered profes-
14. sional nurse the right to do any act now authorized by such article. 
15. 2. Certificates: l. A registered p;4 ofcssional nurse practitioner 
16. applying for a certificate ~uthorized by tr.c provisions of this 
17. article shall fulfill the foilowing requirements: 
18. a. Application: file an u;-iplication with the department; 
b. license: be licensed ilS a registei4 ecl professional nurse in 
19. the state of New York; 
20. c. Education: have evidence of educational background (as explained 
in line 9-11 above) 
21. d. fees: pay a fee to the department of fifteen dollars fer each 
22. such certificate. 
23. This Act shall take effect iw:nediately. 
Prepared: 
. . By: 
January 28, 1981 
Fay W. Whitney .. 
.Bonnie Bulloug~ 
*Underscored words represent changes and amalgamation of·language 
JEE:l'1ll,'; Wl'l'H .KATHERINE WEICH, EXEXlJl'IVE DIREC'IOR, N&l YORK STATE 
RJRSES' ~CN - ;:JANUARY 28, 1981 
tis ~ting was set up by Fay \\hitney. It was attended by the 
t:mee of us: Katherine ~lch, Fay W:litney, and myself. Ms. ~lch was 
most cmdial but cxnpletely honest with us so that the cordiality is 
based ai the fact that -we all care about· nursing, not that \lie are in 
ag:r:eeneit ai aey of the particulars as to what is best for nursing. 
R:!eting was held en her turf at Guilderlaro. Fay and I indicated 
that we an:1 Dan.Y of our nurse practitioner colleagues intend to work 
at full tilt to tty to get sare kind of law that wwld legitimate the 
role of nurse practitiooers in the State of New York. Ms. Welch 
pleaded with us to not try to do this but to instead support last year's . 
· Govemor's bill. As the cmversation develqied and ~ie reread the 
GovenlOr'S bill and materials fran the NYSNA it becane clear to us 
why the Association has taken this stance and why this is not a fruitful 
stance for nurse practitioners. 
G:>vemor's bill starts with the sentence: "Health services 
that ma!;/ be perfome:l by a registered professional nurse in collabora-
ticn with a licensed piysician shall inclooe diagnosis of illness and 
perfonnance of therapeutic and corrective treasures, including issuance 
· of prescripticns for drugs ••• Such nurses shall either before or after 
l.icensure have satisfactorily carpleted educatiooal preparation for 
these health services in a nursing program registered by the State· 
~t of FJlucati.m or in a program determined by the tepartm:mt to 
be equivalent.• 'lhe New York State Nurses' Association apparently 
intexpreted this statute to mean that all graduates of baccalaureate . 
pi.ogLams would be able to diagnose illness, perform therapeutic and 
wr rective measures and issue prescriptioos •. 'Ibey cane to this ccn-
' i 
i' 
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clusial apparently because of the tenn "registered professional nurse.• 
'lhey were not supporting the legislation l.:15 t year in any belief that 
nurse practitioners wruld be able to do anything that an}'Olle else could 
not do. It is their belief si•stam that a nurse is a nurse is a nurse 
and no nurse should have a legal of functioo "41ich differs frail 
any other nurse. 'lhey apparently have not shared this pen:epticn with 
any legal at.ithority because the folks \oJl10 drafted the Govemor's 
~tute did not nean the term registered professicnal nurse as a way of 
separating A.D. and diplana nurses fran baccalaureate nurses and they 
did not mean t.11at all baccalaureate nurses would write prescriptioos. 
It was their assurrption that the regulaticns that would be drawn up 
'WOUld refer ooly to nurse practitiooers. 
I ccnsider Katherine i-elch 's interpretation of the Governor's bill 
as caning directly fran Fantasyland. 'lhe bill was not intended to be 
a baccalaureate nursing statute and it would not be interpreted that 
way m the courts. It was ained at nurse practitioners. If it is 
that anbiguous, it certainly needs revising. It is because of this 
idiosyncratic interpretatioo t'1at she wanted us to s~rt the Govemor's 
bill and felt very happy that we had suwarted it last year. She wanted 
us to support it in a mindless fashion. 'lhat is, she wanted us to tell 
the State Health Planning pec:ple that we loved it, that 'we felt that 
it was a wc:riderful bill, and that t...e wanted it exactly the way it was. 
Ste pointed out that we as nurses a-el this to the Governor. We tried 
to explain to her that the Governor's £:X?OJ?le not asking for our 
mindless devotion: '!hey were asking for help with a raticntl revisiai. 
S-.e nevertheless felt that we ou;:Jht to give them mindless devoticn. 
left agreeing that we would do no sldl thing. 'lhus, we parted with 
a friendly spirit and in total disagxeerre.nt. 'lhe Association is~ 
ently carpletely against any legislation that wcul.d define nurse 
practitioners, or anyaie else (midwives, anesthetists) as different £ran any 
-
.••· r\1!ti } 
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MfE'!'IK; 'Wrl'll SENATOR L01BAt1DI - J.t\.WARY 28, 1981: 
~ting was set up by Fay l-ltltney fran S}'racuse. It was held. 
in Senator I.arbardi 's offi,ce. Also present were three of Senator 
IaJbanii.•s staff persons who W:rre .intrcx:luccd as Mark; Cindy1 and Linda. 
Mildred Sdmli.dt fran the State F.ducatian O.:?partnent, J. lbb&t Daggett 
.fJ:an the ·state Education Department, Rebert J. Ba':!lert fran the New 
Yark state 8;!alth Planning Ccmnission, Jim eorn,ack fran the New York 
State Health Planning camd.ssion, and Julia L. Freitag fran the Health 
~t. 
'lbe neeting was f~ on plans to tl:y to get sare kind of a 
-wor:kable law t:hroL'3h the legislative process in this session for the 
pm:pose of legitimating the r:ole of the nurse practitioner in New York 
State. Ri>ert Daggett fran the State F.ducation ~partr.ent made the 
point that~ would either socceed this year or we should thin.le of it 
as a three year process because next year is an elect.kn year and it 
is not the kind of legislation that interest legislators 'When they are 
running for office. 
Both the last year's State Education Bill and last year's G:>ver-
nar's Bill were discussed at length. Fay and I were also questioned 
abaJt llwhat \<.le really need _; fran our point of view as nurse practi-
tiooers and nurse practitioner educators. 'lhc State F<l people indicated 
that there '\ere three characteristics that the law should have: it 
-should legitimize diagnosis, treatnent, and prescription; it should give · 
a certificate and it should identify nurse practitioners as the pecple 
that it covers. 'lhe State :Ed ~le had also indicated that they wanted 
· the lai to give the task of nm.itoring nurse practitioners to the 
Qmnissi.ooer._ 
-2-
Iepresentatives fran the New York State Health Planning Council 
were nuch less fixed ai ·any particular langu,.1ge or approach. 'Ihey 
q.iestianed ne at length about what other states have dooe and 'liere 
in agreement with ne that there are a variety of possible aw,.-oaches. 
(It is possible to legislate the details or to nerely legislatively 
assign the task to the appropriate bcdy and have the details drawn up 
in regulaticns.) 'Ibey did not seem to have a heavy invest:nent in 
their CMI1 bill. 'Ibey wanted a bill that would be workable for nurse 
practitioners. 
'Ibey gave no. evidence of being in CCIII)etition with the State Fd 
people. I did point blank ask the assen-bled parties if the.re was 
mdeed sare kind of bureaucratic fight be~ the various parts of 
the State goverrurent and \o.e W::t:e scmmow caught. up in the fight. 'Ibey 
all said no, and the 11no11 was said in a way that suggested no hidden 
agenda. '!his seared especially tne of the Health Plimning camdssion 
people. 
~lettand Connack suggested that· our next step would be for Fay 
Wri.tney and to sit dawn and write a law. '!here was much di.scussicn 
about this and cwcem that we would.then have three la.,,,,s on the table. 
'Ibey seared to feel not. 'lbe draft could be used to bring together 
. the State F.d proposal and the Governor's proposal. W:? W;:re .instructed 
to try to look at it fran the point of viE!'w of \ltlat is workable as 11ell 
as desirable. It sounded like t:r.c> first step tcwards a carprcmise. 
agmed to ~k on that dcx:=ment and did it that afternocn. 
- . . . . 
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To Dee Freji;aq. Mr. Da1J(Jett, pr. Sdnridt and Dr. McCormack 
f Subject !'iurse Practitioners ··, 
At our meeting an January 28th, Fay ~·lhit..'1C".{ and Bonnie Eullough 
hm.cated that t.'i-iey ,.-ould provide us with a prorx:is:.l containing 
language the nurse practitioners folt w.:is needc..<l to acconpl ish their 
purpose. I have enclosed a -copy of their draft pro!X)Sul and a 
mer.crandl:n explaining their perspectives on this issue. 
I would ai;preciate it if after carefully considc:::ing the enclosed 
you jot down your reaction and se."1Ci it to rey office. After we've 
heard fJ;al'l. all of you we' 11 schedule another a..-:>eting to continue our 
discussions on this natter. 
oc: 
oc: 
Fey \\'hitney . 
Bonnie· Bullo:.19h . 
• 
RE: MEE'1'Il«; 1N SYRACUSE, JANUARY 24, 1981 
neet:ing was called by Ann I.oedy as a nceting of tl2 Task Force 
for ProfessiCllal Mvancem:mt of Nurse Practitioners in New Yox:k State .. 
Present were Olarlotte M:::taughlin, Alice Ou.co, l\nn Skelly, Fay tttl.tmy, · 
Nancy MacIntyre, Angie Pellion, BCllnie Bullot.qt, Ingrid Fearscn, Franc:esca 
Hamcx:k, Jackie lXxlohue, and Ann ID6dy. 
Our situaticn relative to a bill for nurse practiticners was discussed. 
It was pointed out that tmre are four key legislators who need to be 
caitacted: Mark Siegel, of the Higher F.ducaticn Omn.i.ttee, Jim 
Tallcn, Cllainnan of the Health Cmmi.ttee, Senator IXmovan, Cllai.nnan. of the 
Higher Educaticn Camrl.ttee in the Senate; and Senator Tark.y I.albanli,. 
Olairmm of tie Heal.th Ccmnittee in the Senate. Rachel Block is the aide 
to Mark Siegel. Kathy Lynch works for Jim Tallcn, Mark 'll1anas for Tarley 
Imbardi, and Dave Boelert for Senator Dooovan: 'IheSE are the staff persa,s. 
'lhe Health Pla._J.1.ng Carmission is also a crucial eleaent in here. Jean 
lax is a counsel to theHeaith Planning ecm,, .. c:sion and Boo Boelertis also 
a significant perscn. 
It was decided that · the group ~d renarie itself the Coaliticn of. 
Organize:i Nurse Practitcner A5sociationf. \re would try to ccntact other 
unrepresented areas, particularly those doirl. near New York City to bring 
them in. Ann Ic.edy was appointed Acting PresiCE1t; Nancy M:tcintyre, kting 
_;· Secl:etacy; and Fay l'hitney and Cllarlotte Mclau;hlin as J!cting TreasUrer. 
'!he t"t«> perscns functioo as treasu:cer were chosen because they live both 
in Syracuse aBi could· therefoxe both sign the checks. 
Oxganizatialal. dues·\Exe set at $50 per organizaticn; individual 
dues will be $10. Assignnents were ma:1e for peq>le to get in taJdl with 
the four key legislators~ Oiarlotte Mclaughlin ~d approach Senator 
n:novan; Nancy .?-1:Intym talk ·to Asseni>lymsn Tal.1.al;Ann I.oedy wcwd 
talk with Mark Alan Siegel; and Fay ltdtney a1xl Boonie· Bullough wuld talk 
to Tarley I.arba.."'di. 
1be next sreeting tine for the Coalition was not set. will need 
to get in touch with each other !:,y telephcne to see what our progmss is 
in neeting with these legislators and with involving the other local 
nm:se practitiooer associations. 
' ..i 
Issue No. 2, May 1983 
Primary Health Care Services 
NYSNA OPPOSES A.7063/S.5828 AS WRITTEN 
A bill providing for primary health services by registered professional nurses was intro-
duced into the Legislature this session by Assemblymen Mark Alan Siegel. James Tallon,· 
Arthur Eve and Senator Tarky Lanbardi. 
Over the past year NYSNA has worked on acceptable bill language with the Assemblymen 
Siegel and Tallon, the State Board for Nursing COOIIlittee on Nursing Practice, and repre-
sentatives from the Coalition of Organized Nurse Practitioners. However, the bill as 
introduced still contains language which seriously restricts the practice of nurses who 
are not 11 nurse practitioners. 11 
I11111ediately following the unveiling of the new bill, NYSNA proposed amendments which 
would protect the Nurse Practice Act frooi restrictive interpretation. On May 13, the 
State Board for Nursing voted to support the deletions requested by NYSNA. Three of the 
amendments were accepted by the bill sponsors, but other critical amendments were not. 
NYSNA's proposed amendments appear on page 6 along with the amendments actually made by 
the bi 11 sponsors. The text of the bi 11 without amendments appears on pages 2. 3, 4,. 
while NYSNA's statement of opposition is on page 5. 
The bill was reported out of the Assembly Higher Education Cmmittee on May 10 with 18 
voting for and 2 against. The two negative votes were fran Assemblymen Hinchey and 
Flanagan. The bi 11 was sent to the Ways and Means CClllllli ttee. 
The.Association urges nurses throughout.the state to work for defeat of the bill. 
THIRD PARTY REIM3URSEMENT BILL FACES TOUGH SLEDDING 
A.2940/S.2247 faced 'serious challenge in the Assembly Insurance Camlittee. The question 
was raised as to whether the bfll was clear in its exclusion of hospital-employed nurses. 
Assemblyman Jerrold Nadler, prime-sponsor of the billsand Assemblyman James Tallons 
member of the Insurance Coomittee,were able to reassure the CClllllittee that the current 
Public Health Law and Health Codes, Rules and Regulations clearly preclude direct reim-
bursement to nurses who make up a hospital nursing service. 
The bi 11 was reported out of the Insurance Cllllllittee on May 3 with a vote of 15 ayes and 
2 nayes. Voting against the bill wer~ Assemblymen Melvin Miller and Schilllllinger.. Absent 
were Assemblymen Gorski, Zi1T111er.and Frieanan·: ;The bjJl is now before tJie Assemly Ways 
and Means Coomittee. Active support of the bill by nurses throughout the state is criti-
cal. Nurses sh.ould contact memers of the AssemblyWays and Means Ccmnittee (see Febru-
ary 1983 Legislative· Bulletin for coomittee 'listfogs), Senate Majority Leader Warren 
Anderson, and your ind_ividual Senator· and Assefub1)1Dan/wanan. 
CALL NYSNA LEG-LINE (518)456-5440 
For Legislative Updates 
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STATE OF NEW YORK,, 
1983-1984 RegulaT Sessions 
IN ASSEMBLY 
!'la.Tch 28. ! 983 
IntTOduced hy M. ot .IL SIEC:EL. TALLON. EVE •• F!Ult1-Sponso'ted by •• H. 
ot A. GRANNIS, HALPIN, HOIT, rlURTAUCH, SERRANO, VANN, WERTZ, zmr-lER --
-read o"4;e and Tefen-ed to the C~1:1111ittee on HigheT Education 
AM 111:f to .amend the education law and the ?Ublic health law, in Telation 
to he~th services and makin~ .an appl'Op't!~tion theTefoT 
Section l. Section sixty-nine hundred ~ine o! the education law is 
amended by adding a new subdivision touT to Tead as follows: 
4 , !, Realtb S@TViCes Wnieh ~ay b• pt9v1dP.d ~y -'l retistered pTofes-
slonal nvrse shall include glafflosts of illness or other phvsic¾l condi-
t\on; -'lnd aerfo'l"l't:1n,;:e or tner-,peutie <'nc! COTTeetlue me~<rure;t. St~~h s:er-
6 Vic•; ~2x e• p!9vlded only by those r~~isteTed professlonal nuxses 
7 b"'Vst eoa,plied with tht> f0119 ... in:s; l>o:!ditional ~eg!lln-n,ents; 
8 {1) fA) The nurse hl'S satisfactoTtly eomoleted ero<ram iPPYOVed and 
9 x:u;ta~,m (qY thlg PUJ'.PO§e by the st..~tt E'dngatiory department, or a Pr~-
10 u,~ detemtned by the department to be $Ubstantially Qgt1'v~lant ll {B) lf - - --- •-- • -~ I --- . ""'' Vbo hav, not eomplett<f iD l'DDTOV@1 p~OCT&ffl or its t9ulva-
12 Jet shall tt fHgth\t to erovlde the ser111c0 s lf. prior to .J9nu.,.,.y 
13 th1rtv-rtut, nineteen hund):fd el;hty-r1v~, they have been eert1r1ed by 
14 i n&tion11 or,;anl;ation ~hicb ha~ been JJ?Ptoved for this purpos, oy th~ 
15 dretrP'!!!Dt in fCCOJ'd?nCe with e0111r.11ss\aney•s regulations, 
16 (Cl Qoe:u,,,ntatton or ~?0:;;ra111 completton or n3tton!l certifteat!on 
17 shall tt fllfd with the deoa~tmtnt, 
l8 ca, ft na,:se who ptOVtdes the ;,rvtces dg;ertbed in thts E~ra,r3Ph aMd 
19 Yb9 euts ttu: fddl t.ional "Htmi ·- ' ...,. T2P'9Q5ril of subetr~gaoh on2 of thls paTi• .... CTi!Pb t!,jll arnnce tor one o- 1110 h i -- - -- -- . I!' p vs C!j1ns to accPpt Tff'f'M'al§ .. !""' th• Dvtlt and be &vatlabl~ OT id , 
22 
23 
24 
db,mcsu'. - prov 2 for consu1t..,t1on rega'!"ding the Prffl--- thfUJ?tUtic and COJ7ecttve 111e.:1,1uru employed. apd Yh-.re ap-
- 1!te WJdfn: \bt antb9r1tx °C PiT3 UiPb Ckl of thts sgi,gtvt;ion. the PTl2£r,Pt19M wrl\t.en bv tht nur~,. 
£'XPLAHATtON--Matter in U:ilL<tl CundencoTed) is new: , ma.tt•-r in bncket:r .. 
[ l is old law to b• omitted. 
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j. 7063 
b, Ny:r:se3 who Mttt th• r;egp1J:ffflf!lts 9( P½Tft;Tfph of this subd1vts1on 
and havt eo111plgted study 1n oh4J'1Mc0J0!iY ,v Put 0t an .1p2r9v,s1 2x2sra111 
or other couxs, work acc,otablt to tbt dte•rtlllfDt e,x PTSse~lbt drurs, 
dPvtcu and 1"""un1;1ng a~ents pursuant to nsvJatJons as novide;d tn 
sub01rfSUPb two or this :earagranh, 
Cl l e Prt1er1pt1on fdvt,,;orx cor.:11ttu si,au h 1°potnted Jrc th~ bond 
st u,;ents from *"'°"g tb21t 0 1rsons ,:eeo,.,.,,,ndfd bx tnt eormtsstor.u, Th• 
co~!tteg shall bf co~eosfd of n\nt 111eb~rs, tncludtns thTIHt ns:}stf!:rd 
pro[ts;>l,on,. nll"l'SH. at le-!st tvo of whc:a 111ftt th• r,su1x-111•nts of NT"• 
UiDh or th;; sqbdivlsion, th:r,e chysicl1ns. and thret Oh3Tffl3ei;ts, 
CB) The e91r-n1t;t99 sMU nv\ew ;;cten!cf.f1c Ht,ratur,: and ;;e;n,rrally ac-
cepted st.ancfo;rdt for -:ducatton !Dd PX"St\S!:, lnclgd\nt;; but not lintited 
to those St:)nda;rds Its9"""tnded 'hy 03ti9nd orr;;,ni;at.ion.$ <'pptoved "-'11t-
S1Jant to CbUSf cu or subp)'Nt;TiPb Ont or PaTfgfDh t or thl,s 
§Ubd\V\SiOD: 
C»> lbt 92"""1ttet shall uvtev thf conttnt or PfOU3"'-t 
!Peroved by the dfpfrt111ont OT dettl"'l\rtd to \'f egulvalent pursujnt to 
§Ubpar,sr,=b one of P:!Tfg,:apb i of this subdivision. cc> Ibt colllfflittee sb+ll develoo 111odtl guldelintg ucardtng eategortPs 
or dru~s, devlcts and 1:Mvnt;ing !cents wbLsb may be :e;cescrtbed by 
nurses approued under this PlT?SI:J0 h, 
<Pl Ib• eo,.,.,.ttt,i:, shall sut,111Lt a UP9T:t to Yl• statt hoard tor nursing 
tncludtng such model g:uide11n,s tnd any other recommend~ttons th~ e0111-
m\ttee max dee"' iPPl'S!exiate ~itb n:ratss to futuTt aeveloP"'ents 10 edu-
catton 1nd practice, Ibt co"'""ittee's X?P9tt shall kt suhmttted to the 
bond no l,He:t than Hneh thtrtx-ttr:;:t, n-tMtttn >,npdT\>d gtgl\ty-fou,,:, 
GU On or bj'fOU July thirty- C\T§t, ninetej'n hunged eb;::,ty~ {011:r ~nd 
+t lel'St once a yea.r tbtttift•r- the st~t, b9iid foT nursing shall 
rte2-tnd to tht resents sucb ruu1at1on1 as m~y a n,sess~rx ruatd\ng 
p:r:sc:rlptiVt gnd immuni;ing autborltv for OU'l"Sf§ anprov,g under thts 
subdivision, sueh rssulatio"s shall lnclud• bpt not bf 11m\ted to 
gutc!:d\Ms 'l"e!';usan, ettesort,es or dt1,1n, dev1crs tad l,r::,unt:1m; agents 
and shall take into account tht Prtseriptton advisory eom~\ttee;•t neo~-
mendations ~nd any other 1nf9I"!~\1on tbt '291:rd dtpms aporoextate, Th• 
regulations ghall be adopted by th,- rt<tnts and the co-tttee sh3Il ey-
P\r• no l+tu than OeeeMbtt th\rtv-ttrtt, ntnttttn hnnstm e\sbtx-four, 
Sr Ho one shall use th• title •mn;se; PTtstlttonn:" Yho bu not m,:t 
tht rrsutn~ents of ~iI3JrriPb + 0 t this sgbdtvi~lon, 
d. r:otbJns in thls subdtutston Jh:tll ],• deped to Uptt th, ;enettce 
of ftUTsin~ fS def\n•d 1D thls trtlele, f§ defined in sb~etn 9'lt hundTE'<l 
ntnety-d;bt ot thfl laws or ntngtgen bt1J?dl:fd uv•ntr-ttcht, u 
auihor\Itd by 3ny ttder+i st,tµte or ngu1at1ons or the practice 0 : ev:-
tlf\td rtslsterfd DPr~, anesthetists a~d eertJCifd om:se nidvt~e, 0 ur-
suAnt to regulations iPPW'td by the cOlll'llissioner or ht!ltb, 
f, on OT before Januarx first. nin•tttn hundttsl t\sbtX-§fVtn, ti,. eom-
mtssionexs of education and bt•Jtb shall rach uport to th• 1u1s1aturt, 
such uport sbdJ lncludta description and an.a1xs;1s of tbr tme\tMDU:-
uon or thts subd1v1s1on and r:e2P"'!!Qd+t1ons tor flllfndffnts. 
§ 2. SUbd1v1slcn I> ot Se(;tion slxtY-elpit hundred sev•n o:t such law. 
a.a uiended by- chapte-r seven hund'Nd. ntu-tvo of th• l.Lvs ot n1netNn 
hund~ seventy.th~. ls amended to Nad as follows1 
1>. Any- phys1c1an. dentist [orL. veterlnarlan or rnrrs• 1"'b9 :et\stl•s 
the USYirem1nu ot PVIVtPh hot nbdUJ.ston f9ur or section strtx-
"'"' htmdJ:td nln• 9[ (hls ,;huter who ls not th• OWMT o:t a ~~:r. OT' 
-reguteTed stoTe, Cl1' who is not ln the ftlPlOY' or such own.or. tTClt sap-
A. 706:S :s 
l plYinC [his] pa.tl•nt.s wlth such drugs • the PhYsician, dentist [Ol'h. 
2 veteT'ina.Yt..MI or nurs• wbo n.t.1.sfiu tl,e xesu1xnent.;; of P:iT"'S'.J:3Ph b of 
3 spbd1vts1on c0 ur of sretton Slatx-ntne hundred nine of thts chapter 
4 dffl!IS PT()per ln,eonn.ction with his 1)1'a.ct.ice, PTOVided, howeveT, t.h.l.t. 
s .ui such dTtSgs sha.11 be dispensed tn cont.1ner labeled wt th the name 
6 and addnss ot the d~nsff and p&tient, directlon.s fo-r use, and date 
7 ot del1Vet'Y. and in addition, such d-rug shall bear a label containing 
a the 'PTCPT~et.a.TY or bTa~d na=e of the drug and, lf applicable, the st~n-
9 gth ot thv contents, unless thv pe-rson issuing the :;,-rescr1pt1on speeifi-
10 callY states on the P1'9SCTiption 1n his 01"11 hand'WT'it1ng. that the name 
ll of the drug and the stTength thereof should not apP9a:r on the label; 
12 provided !UTtheT that if such drugs are cont't'Olled substances, they 
ll shall be di.SPeMed pursuant to the 1'9qUirements of article thlTtY-thTee 
14 ot the public health law; 
15 § 3. Subdivision eieht or section slxty-nine hundred five or such law, 
16 as amended by chapteT !lfty-tive of the laws or nineteen hundred eightY-
17 tvo, ls amended to read as follows: 
18 CS> Fees: pay a tve ot sixty-five dollaTS to the depaTtment foT ad-
19 ~Usion to depaTtment conducted exaalnation and ror an initial 
%0 license, a tee of twenty-five dollaTs !OT each Teexam1nat1on, a tee ot 
21 toTtY dollaTs to-r .an initial license toT peTsons not Tequlrln& admission 
%2 to a de;;,artment conducted examination. [.and] a ree or twenty dollaTs tor 
23 the biennial registration period ending August th1l'tY-!1rst, nineteen 
24 hundred eighty-thne. [and] a tee of th1TtY dollars !OT each ~riennial 
25 yegistTatlon period commencing on and art.er Sept~mbeT tiTst. nineteen 
Z6 hundred ei~ty-thTee, a reg ot ten dollns for flllng reguirements pUT-
27 ;p-.nt t.o paT,n;raph i or subdivision four of section sixty-nlnf' hund-red 
2S n!r.e of this ch~o~eT. ?"d ror tke pUTposes of pa-raqaph b of suhdtvtsion 
ZS !OUT of section six~v-nlne hundred nine of tbts eh~Dt~r fifty doll~rs. 
lO § 4. Subdivision twenty-eight or section thiTtY-thTee hundTed two or 
.:il the public h~a.lth law. as amended by chapt.e"t' one hund"l'9d sixty-thTee or 
32 the la.vs of nineteen hundred seventy-thTee, L:;; amen<led to '!"ead a.s 
33 rollOlfS: 
34 28. ~Practitioner'" means: 
35 A physician, dent.1st. podiatTist, veteT1naT1an. nurse who satlsf\es 
36 the xegui?tM"ts of paraq~ph b of subdlviston four of section sixtx-
:rr rint hundifd n\nt or the education i~w, scient1r1c lnvesttgatoT. OT 
38 other person licensed, or otheTWise pentitted to dispense, administer OT 
39 conduct reseaTCh w1th ttspect to a cont'l'Olled subst.lnce in the course or 
40 a licensed PTO!ess1on&l practice OT nseaTCh licensed pUl'suant to this 
41 aTticle. Such peTSOn shall be dff1Nd a KpTactitloneT" only .s to such 
42 substances, OT conduct. -relating to sv.ch substance~. as is peTm1tted by 
43 his license. ;,entit or otheTWise pent1tte4 by law. 
44 § 5. The SQIII of flf'ty thou.sand doll.ars ($50,COO), OT so.much theTeor 
45 as may be necessay,y. ls henby a-PPTOPTiated to the state education 
46 de~Tt.ment r-rcm moneys in the state t.Te.SUTY 1n the geneYal tund to the 
47 cffdit of the s~te PllTPOS•s ~count not othet"Wise appTOp'!'la.tK!OT the 
48 purposes 0£ can,,1nC out the provisions of this act. Such moneys shall 
49 be ~yable !TOIi the sute trea.sUTl" on the audit and wa.TTant or the state 
so COIIPtTOll•~ on VOllCheTS Cff~1f1ed and appTOVecl 1n th• manna~ provided by 
51 la.w. 
SZ § 6. Thls -act aha.11 ~• ettect. JanuaTY first, nineteen hundred 
Sl •:Lchty-foUT, JWOVl~ howevw that the p,-ov1s1ons ot pa.ragTa1'h b ot sub-
54 d1v1s1on toUT ot s.ction slxt.1'-nln• han<ITR nlnG ot the education law. 
SS .as added by t.his a.ct. :mall. ta.Jr.• effect December th1-rty-C1-rst. nlnat.ten 
l hl:llldnd eiehtY-fOff. All ~\ions n.ceSS&ff to p-repaff fo-r the 1Jlplemen-
z t.a.tlon ot t.hl.a act. shaJ.l. i,. tuen pT1ff to such d&t• .so tha.t the p-tOVi• 
J sions of thiS act aa:r be ¢1NtT'atJ.ve on its •ffect.J.ve d&te. 
THE NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION 
MEMORANDUM OF OPPOSITION 
to 
BILL RE: PRIMARY HEALTH SERVICES 
BY 
REGISTERED PROFESSIONAL NURSES 
A.7063 / S.5828 
Sponsors: Assemblymen Siegel, Tallon, Eve 
Senator Lombardi 
The New York State Nurses Association vigorously opposes A.7063, S.5828. 
Despite its aim to increase access to nursing services, this measure would in 
fact severely limit the currenc and evolving practice of thousands of registered 
professional nurses whose services are vital t:o the public interest:. The speci-
fication of services 1n this bill implicitly and explicitly restricts 
interpretation of the current legal definition of nursing and thus renders 
meaningless the disclaimer clause in Section 1.4.d. 
Further, legal identification and restriction of the title "nurse practitioner" 
would intensify existing _confusion regarding qualifications of nurses in various 
areas of practice. The title "practitioner" is generic to the members of any 
licensed profession. This bill would, in effect, create a new licensure framework 
buil.t around a title and certain qualifications, thus subjecting the nursing profes-
sion to a kind and degree of governmental regulation far beyond that imposed on 
ot~r l.iceosed professions. The title "nurse practitioner" is but one of many 
valid functional titles - e.g., "community health nurse," "critical care nurse," 
"clf.nical nursing specialist." However, there is absolutely no evidence to suggest 
that public protection requires statutory identification of any of these titles. 
Such identification would merely fragment nursing, confuse the public, prompt 
proliferation of legislation to identify new titles and add to the already 
unnecessary costs of administration of the education law. 
The sponsors cite as justification of this bill legislative action in other 
states to "permit some form of expanded nursing practice." It should be noted 
that .legislztion similar to this proposal has not automa.1:ically extended public 
access to nursing services. Further, a host of legal and regulatory challenges has 
been raised-in response to vi.rtually every legislative accommodation approved with 
the result that 1ndividua1 practitioners and state governments are now involved in 
costly litigation. 
The New York State Nurses Association urges decisive rejection of A.7063, 
S.5828. The Association shares the sponsors' desire to increase access to health 
care services by clarifying registered professional nurses' lawful authority to 
provide primaey health care services, and pledges its efforts to work closely with 
the legislature, the medical profession and regulatory bodies to appropriately 
resolve current practice ambiguities and impediments. 
010-22-1qr9 011203 
JU~~ITN HU~TE~ 
I 27 S.HIRtEY AVE 
i',t.JFF,'-:LO NY 14215 
NYSNA PROPOSED AMENDMENTS AND BILL SPONSORS' ACTION 
Bill page 2, (Lei. Bull. page 3), lines 4 and 5 - delete 
"or other phys1cal conditions" •••.•••..••.• • • rejected 
line 6 - delete "only". • •••• ·accepted 
line 7 - delete "additional". 
line 19 - delete 11 additional 11 •• 
Bill page 3, (Leg. Bull. page 4), lines 5, 6, 7 - pevi_s~ to 
provide that the adv1sory coomittee is canprised qjfra.:·majority 
of registered professional nurses .••.••..• -; ..... 
accepted 
accepted 
. rejected 
lines 6, 7 - delete in entirety •.• rejected 
Permit No. 86 
Albany, N.Y. 
An amendment requested by the State Education Department was also accepted by the bill 
sponsors. That amendment contains a series of date changes which the Department felt 
necessary to facilitate implementation of the bill. 
Bi1l page 2, (Leg. Bull. page 3), line 26, Strike Ol!t "March thirty-first" and 
insert June thiPtieth 
line 27, Strikeout 11 Ju"ly 11 and insert December 
line 36, Strike out "December thirty-fiPst" and 
· insert June thirtieth 
line 36, Strike out "eighty-fouz," and insert 
eighty-five . 
Bill page 3, (Leg. Bull. page 4), line 53, Strike out all after "eighty-four 11 
Strike out lines 54 and 55 . · 
Bill page 3( bott001) , (Leg. Bu 1 l. page 4} ; 1 i ne 1, Strike ~out a 11 · ~ef ore the period 
6 
Cathryn• A. Welch, Ed.D., RN 
Executive Director Constituent of The American Nurses Auociatlon 
NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION 
2113 Western Avenue, Guilderland, N.Y. 12084, (518) 456-5371 
lEGISLATIVE ALERT 
BILL RE: PRIMARY HEALTH SERVICES BY REGISTERED PROFESSIONAL NURSES 
A. 7063 S.5828 
ACTIVE OPPOSITION MUST CONTINllE 
Recent Proposed Amendments Inadequate 
Assenblyman Jerrold Nadler recently requested Association consideration of a 
proposed amendment to Bill A.7063, S.5828 as presently written. The words 
11 physical conditions 11 would remain in the bill and the amendment would add 
to the disclaimer clause the phrase "or to deny any registered professional 
nurse who does not meet the requirements of paragraph (a) of this subdivision 
the right to do any act, including the diagnosis of physical conditions. 11 
The Executive Corrmittee of the Board had previously detennined a similar 
proposal inadequate to resolution of the problems created by inclusion of 
"physical conditions" in the bill. 
In light of Assenblyman Nadler 1s request the fol 1 Board researched the 
proposed amendment and deliberated at length about it. Despite its intense 
desire to resolve this unfortunate problem, the Board voted to oppose the 
proposed amendment. In the Board's judgment, it would increase the legal 
ambiguity surrounding certain elements of professional nursing practice and 
thereby jeopardize the practice of all nurses. ·· 
The Board respects and appreciates the efforts made by various legislators 
and others to develop consensus on Bill A.7063, S.5828. The Association 
continues to pursue every means of removing those impediments posed to nursing 
practice which led to development of Bill A.7063, S.5828. 
Please contact your legislators plus Speaker of the Assenbly Stanley Fink, 
Senate Majority Leader Warren Anderson, Asserrblyman Jerrold Nadler and 
Governor Cuomo ilmlediately opposing_ A. 7063, S.5828. 
JPM/lm 
6/17/83 
THE SESSION MAY END AT ANY TIME ---------
.tJur~~···•· 
1lurde6 ~~r2~ilf &~~m~~J{J 
CATHRYNE A. WELCH, SdD, RN 
EX£CUTIVE DIRECTOR 
2113 WESTERN AVENUE 
GUILDERLAND, NEW YORK 12084 
PHONE (518) 456-5371 
LEGAL DEFINITION OF NURSING PRACTICE 
EFFECTIVE MARCH 15, 1972 
T~e following amendments to ~rticle 139 of the Education Law in rela-
tion to the pxactice of nursing, sponsored by the New York State Nurses 
Association, were enacted into law on March lS, 1972: 
Section 6901: 
Definitions. As used in Section 6902: 
1. nDiagnosing" in the conte:rt of nursing practice means that identi-
fication of and discrimination between physical and psychosocial 
signs and symptoms essential to effective ezecution and management 
of the nursing regimen. Such diagnostic privilege is distinct from 
a medical diagnosis. 
2. "Treating" means ael.ection and performanae of those therapeutic 
measures essential to the effective ezecution and management of 
the nursing regimen, and ezecution of any prescribed medical re-
gimen. 
3. "Human Responses" means those signs, symptoms and processes ?Jhich 
denote the individual'a intel'action with an actual or potential 
heal.th problem. 
Section 6902: 
Definition of the practice of nursing: 
1. The practice of the profession of nursing as a 1•egistel'ed profes-
sional nurse is defined as diagnosing and treating human. Pesponses 
to actual or potential health problems through such services as 
casefinding, health teaching, health counseling, and provision of 
care supportive to or restorative of life and w~ll-being, and exe-
cuting medical regimens presczeibed by a licensed or other~ise 
legally authoriaed phyeician or dentist. A nursing regimen shaLl 
be consistent uith and shall not vary any e~isting medical regimen. 
2. The practice of nursing as a licensed practical nurse is defined 
as performing tasks and responsibilities ~ithin the frame~ork of 
caBefinding, health teaching, health counseling, and provision of 
suppol'tive and restorative c<Z.zte under the direction of a zoegistered 
professional nurse or licensed or othe:rfAlise legally authorized phy-
sician or den~ist. 
Section 6909: 
2. Nothing in this a.zotiol.e shall, be construed to eonfezt the authority 
to practice medicine or dentistry. 
CONal'ITIICNT a, TM .. AIIIIPICA.N NU-SU ASSOCtATION 
3/ZZ/72 
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Cathlyne A. Welch. Ed..D-. RN . : .. '.-,;, ·:-t ,w >,1:,::-· 
Constituent of The American 
Nurus Auoe11tlon ExecutiwDnclor 
lEGISLATIVE ALERT 
II = 
BILL RE: PRIMARY HEALTH SERVICES BY REGISTERED PROFESSIONAL NURSES 
A.7063 S.5828 
OPPOSE AS WRITTEN 
•• Bill as written would inappropriately restrict the practice 
of all registered professional nurses. The bill states: 
Health se:roiaes 7.rJhich q be provided by a 
ztegistered p"Mfesaiona.7, nuree shait include 
diagnosis of iZZness 01.' othezt physicial conditions 
and pB2"fomrznce of therapeutic and aoITP..ctive 
measUl'eS. Such se:roices may be provided only by 
i;hose registered professional nurses 7.rJho have 
oompl ied 14ith the fo ll,or,Jing add.itiona. l zteq,..tiziements. 
•• ileference to titles in the bill, other than registered profes-
sional nurses, is inappropriate because there are several 
specialty nursing groups qualified to provide primary care. 
"! JPM:Wllb 
Acracbment 
S/S/83 
SEE ATTACHED COPY OFASSOCIATION'S LETTER TO 
=== ====--= ==-==== === =============== ====== = 
BILL SPONSORS RE NECESSARY AMENDMENTS 
===-= ----= == =-====-==== ==-====== 
Cathryne A. Welch. Ed.D., AN 
Executlw Dlrwctor 
CanatlbNat of 'The AmlriCM 
NurNaANOClalJon 
Mays, 1983 
NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION 
2113 w .. tem Avenua, Gulldorfand, N.Y. 12084, (518) 45&5371 
ASSOCIA!!ION LE'l"J!ER TO BILL #A. 7065 / S. 6828 SPONSORS 
Representatives of the Coalition of Organized Nunle Practitioner Associa-
tions, the State Board far Nursing and this Association met yescerday to 
discuss Bill #A.7063, S.S828 (copy attached). Some consensus was reached 
regarding both acceptable provisions and desired amendments and we hope 
complete c011Sensus will ultimately emerge. 
'I'he Association's Board of Directors bas carefully reviewed the bill. and 
the joint discus3i0as and, given the probable timetable for legislative 
consideration of the bill, wishes to in.form you 1mmediately of its positi.ou. 
As re,:,otted to you in earlier commmd.c:a.cions and in our April 26, 1983 letter, 
the bill as written is unacceptable because: (a) it would severely resttict 
interpretati.on of the current legal definition of nursing and therefore the 
practice of all registered nurses; and (b) inclusion of a title ocher than. 
registered professional nurse would create con,fusion aud prompt proliferation 
of other inappropriate legal titles. In the Association's view these problems 
can be resolved. by these amendments: 
page 2, 
/ page 2, 
/page 2, 
Jpage 2, 
lines 4 and5 - delete "or other physi.cal coudi.tiom11 
line 6 - delete "only'_' . 
line 7 - delete "add1.tional" 
line 19 - delete "additional" 
page 3,. lines 5, 6, 7 - revise to provide Chae the adviscn:y 
committee is comprised of a majority 
of registered professional nurses 
page 4, lines 6, 7 - delete in entirety 
In sunaary, the Associad.oa. apposes A.7063, S.S828 as wrtcten but is prepared 
to support it if amended.as described above. Naturally, if amendments at.her 
Page Two., 
t!lan these are introduced the Association position might be subject to change, 
-. depending ou ehe merits or implications of any such amendments. 
Association representatives would welcome the opportunity to discuss this 
wieh you. 
Sincerely yours, 
Cathryne A. Welch 
Executive Director 
CAW:wni, 
Att:acbmen.t 
.. 
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1 Seccion 1. Section sixty-nine hundred nine of cha educacioll law is 
2 amended by adding a new subdivision four to ~ead as fol10111S: 
3 4. a. Health services vhich may be provided by a registered profes• 
4 sional nurse shall include diagnosis of illness or other physical condi• 
S tions and performance of therapeutic and corrective measures. Such ser• 
6 vices may be provided only by those registered professional nurses who 
. 1 'have complied with the following additional requirements: 
8 (1) (A) The nurse has satisfactorily completed a program approved and 
9 registered for this purpose by the state education department: or a pro• 
10 gram determined by the department to be substantially eguivalento 
11 (B) Nurses who have not completed an approved program or its eguiva• 
12 lent shall be eligible to provide the services if, prior to January 
13 thirty•first. nineteen hundred eighty-five, they have been certified by 
14 a national organization which has been approved for this purpose by the 
1S deparuient in accordance with conmiss1~der's regulations. 
16 (C) Documentation of p~ogram completion or national certification 
17 shall be filed with the department. 
18 (2) A nurse who provides the services described in this paragraph and 
19 who meets the additional reguiremenu of subparagraph one of this para• 
20 graph shall arrange for one or more physicians to ac~ept referials frca 
21 the nurse. and be available or provide for consultation regarding the 
22 diagnoses. therapeutic and corrective measures employed, and where ap• 
23 propriate under the authority of paragraph (b1 of this subdivision., the 
24 prescriptions written by the nurse. 
2S b. Nurses who meet the requirements of paragraph a of this subdivision 
26 and have comDleted study ill pharmacology as part. of an approved ·prograa 
27 or other course work acc~ptableto thedepartmen.t aay prescribe dxue, 
. . 
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1 devices and immunizing agents pursuant to r~gulations as provided in 
2 subparagraph two of this paragraph. 
3 (1) A prescription advisor,; c?mmittee shall be appointed by the board 
4 of regents from among those persons recommended by the.commissioner. The 
S committee shall be composed of nine members. including three registered 
6 professional nurses, at least two of whom meet the requirements of para-
7 graph a of this subdivision, three physicians. and three pharmacists. 
8 (A) The committee shall review scientific literature and generally ac-
9 cepted standards for education and practice. including but not limited 
10 co those standards recommended by national organizations approved pur· 
11 suant co clause (B) of suboaragraph one of paragraph a of this 
12 subdivision. 
13 (B) The committee shall review the pharmacological content of programs 
14 approved by the department or determined to be equivalent pursuant 
15 subparagraph one of paragraph a of this subdivision. 
to 
16 (C) The comittee shall develop model guidelines regarding categories 
17 of drugs 1 devices and imunizing agents which may be prescribed by 
18 nurses approved under this paragraph. 
19 (D) The committee shall submit a report to the state board for nursing 
20 including suet model guidelines and any other recommendations the com-
21 mit~ee may-deem appropriate with respect to future developments in edu-
22 cation and practice. The ccmmittoe's report shall be submitted to the 
23 board no later than March thirty-first, nineteen hundred eighty-four. 
24 (2) On or before July thirty-first. nineteen hundred eighty-four and 
25 at least once a year thereafter, the state board for nursing shall 
26 rec:cs-men4 eo the regents such regulations as may be necessary regarding .. 
27 presc~iptive and imunizing aucbority for nurses approved under this 
28 subdlvisioa. Such regulations shall include but not be limited to 
1 guidelines regarding categories of drugs. devices and immunizing agents 
2 and shall take u,.to account the prescription advisory C01D111ittee's recca-
3 mendations and any other information the board deems appropriate. The 
4 regulations shall be adopted by the regents and the conaittee. shall ex• 
5 pire no later than December thirty-first, nineteen hundred eighg•four. 
6 c. No one shall use the title "nurse practitioner" who has not met 
7 the requirements of paragraph a of this subdivision. 
8 d. Nothing in this subdivision shall be deemed to limit the practice 
9 of nursing as defined in this article, as defined in chapter one hundred 
10 ninety-eight of the laws of nineteen hundred seventy-eight, as 
11 authorized by any federal statute or regulations or the practice of cer-
12 tified registered nurse anesthetists and certified nurse midwives pur-
13 suant to regulations approved by the commissioner of health. 
14 e. On or before January first, nineteen hundred eighty-seven. the crm-
15 missioners of education and health shall each report to the legislature. 
16 Such report shall include a description and analysis of the implementa-
17 tion of this subdivision and recommendations for amendments. 
18 § 2. Subdivision b of section sixty-eight hundred seven of such law. 
19 as amended by chapter seven hundred fifty-two of the la.vs of nineteen 
20 hundred seventy-three, is amended to read as follows: 
21 b. Any physician, dentist (or]i veterinarian or nnrse who satisfies 
22 the requirements of oaragrapb b of subdivision four of section sixty-
23 nine hundred nine of this chapter who is not the owner of a pbanaacy. or 
24 registered store, or who is not in the employ of such cwner 11 from. sup-
ZS plyiag (his) paUen~ with such drugs as the physician. dentist (or)..i. 
26 veterinarian or nurse who·satisfies the reguiretDeAts of paragraph b of 
27 subdivision lour of section sixty-nine hundred nine of this chapter 
28 deem proper in coanec.tion with his practice, provided, however, that .. 
.. 
. . . 
1 all such drugs shall be dispensed in a container labeled with the name 
2 aad address of dla dispenser and patient, direc1:ions for use, and date 
3 of delivery, and in addition, such drug shall bear a label containiq 
4 the proprietary or brand r.ame of the drug and, if applicable, the stren• 
S sth of the contents, unless the person issuing the prescription spec.ifi-
6 cally sutes on the prescription in his own handwriting, that the name 
7 of che drug and the strength thereof should not appear on the label; 
8 provided further that if such drugs are controlled substances, they 
9 shall be dispensed pursuant to the requirements of article thirty-three 
10 of the public health law; 
11 § 3. Subdivision eight of section s~y-nine hundred five of such law, 
12 as· amended by chapter fifty•five of the laws of nineteen hundred eighty• 
13 two, is amended to read as follows: 
14 (8) Fees: pay a fee of sixty-five dollars to the dep2rtment for ad-
d for an J.Il• itial 1S aissiou co a dep~ent conducted examination an 
16 license, a fee of tventy•five dollars for each reexamination, a fee of 
17 forty dollars for an initial license for pt:rsons not requiring admission 
18 a depa~t conducted examination, (and) a fE:c of twenty dollars for 
19 ca biennial registration period ending August thirty-first, nineteen 
20 hundred eighty-three. [and) a fee of thirty dollars for each triennial 
21 registr~t~on period ca.aencing on and after September first, nineteen 
22 hundred eigbty•three1 a fee of ten dollars for filing requirements pur• 
23 suant to paragraph a of subdivision four of section sixty-nine hundred 
24 Dine of dais cbapt.er 1 and for the ptrrposes of paragraph b of subdivision 
2S fear of section sixg•nine hundred nine of this chapur. fifty dollars• 
26 S 4. Sa.bdivision tventy•eight of sect.ion thirty•three hundred two of 
Z7 die publk health law, as amended by chapter one hundred sixty•three of 
1 the laws of nineteen hundred seventy-three. is 
2 follows: 
3 28. "Practitioner" means: 
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4 A physician, dentis't, podiatrist, veterinarian, nurse who satisfies 
S the requirements of paragraph b of subdivision four of section s.ix;y-
6 nine hundred nine of the education law. scientific investigator. or 
7 other person licensed,. or othendse permitted to dispense,. administer or 
8 conduct research with respect to & controlled substance in the course of 
9 a licensed professional practice or research licensed pursuant to this 
10 article. Such person shall be deemed a "practitioner" only as to such 
11 substances, or conduct relating to such substances. as is permitted by 
12 his license. permit or otherwise permitted by law. 
13 § S. The SlJZII of fifty thousand dollars ($50,000),. or so much thereof 
14 as may be necessary. is hereby appropriated to the state education 
15 department from moneys in the state treasury in the general fund to the 
16 credit of the state purposes account not otherwise appropriated for the 
17 purposes of carrying out the provisions of this act. Such moneys shall 
18 be payable from the state treasury on the audit and warrant of the state 
19 comptroller on vouchers certified and approved in the manner provided by 
20 law. 
21 § 6. This act shall take effect January first, nineteen hundred 
22 eighty•four, provided,bowever that the provisions of paragraph b of sub-
23 division four of section six~•nine htJndred nine of the education law, 
24 as added by this act. shall t.ake effect December thirty•first, nineteen 
2S hundred eighty-four. All actions necessary to prepare for the illpleaen-
26. taUon of this act shall be taken prior to such date so that the provi• 
27 sions of this act may be operacive on its ~ffective dat.e. 
STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK AT BUFFALO 
Faculty of Health Sciences 
SCHOOL OF NURSING 
N509 Health care System Fall 1983 
Purpose: 
Regui rements: 
Grading: 
-,IJue Date: 
811:pbe 
Guidelines for Tenn Paper 
To provide the opportunity for the student to explore 
a topic of interest concerning the health care system. 
1. The paper must be typed, double-spaced, and 
should not exceed !Q. ~-
2. While the paper may consider a topic related to the 
student's oral presentation, a written swrmary of the 
oral presentation is not acceptable. If there are 
questions, check with the instructor. 
3. References .. must be included. 
4. Content will vary according to the topic, but in 
general should include; 
a. an overview of topic 
b. theoretical perspectus 
c. research related to the topic . 
d. Student's view of the issue, problem, etc. and 
rationale 
e. Conclusions, e.g. implications (theoretical and 
and practical), possible trends, solutions, 
research needs, etc. 
N.8. As with the oral presentations, be sure the 
assignment focuses on the system level. 
1... The paper -wil 1 comprise 60% of the fi na 1 grade. 
2. Criteria: 
Conmunication Skills 101 
Content 
Understanding of topic (scope and depth)~ 
Analysis of topic 15S 
Conclusions 15S 
Documentation 20I 
inclusion of research findings 
references 
3. Points: 90-100 = A 
80-89 = 8 
70-79 = C 
60-69 = D 
Below 60 = F 
Deced>er 1 , 1983. 
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MEMORANDUM IN rOPPOSI!rlOH ·1'0 . · 
~·."., .•; • .. t1~: :r: :)~~,~ .. •:~·::. 
s. 5828 (Lomba~d£;°~~£~- i:l) ··, 
A. 7063 (Siegel,. et a1) . 
. • ... ·., _.,,j._ ·,.;~.~ ··~-~ .. -·. 
AH ACT to amend· the eduiat.fon··law·':and the 
public· heaitlrl~v;·Cµi :relation to . 
health serviees -~~--making' an 
appropriation· there~or· · 
This bill would amend the Education Law and the·Public 
Health Law to create a new category 9£ health care provider -
the independent nurse practitio~er. The Medical Society of 
the State of New York regards this bill as completely unaccept-
able and most strongly urges that it be defeated. 
The definition of the practice of nursing set·forth 
in this bill would radically change the statutory principles 
which now govern th~ practice of nursing in New York State. 
- "Nursing• as defined in this.bill is indistinguishable from the 
present statutory definition of the practice of medicine. Any 
legislation which fails to differentiate between the appropriate 
scope of medical practice and nursing practice is obviously 
deficient and should not be enacted into law. Moreover, under 
this legislation nurses who have demonstrated only a minimal 
co~petence in the study of pharmacology by completing an un-
defined education program would be given the right to prescribe 
and dispense drugs. 
The legislation treats the relationship between the 
physician and the nurse in only the vaguest way, providing 
only that the nurse must "arrange for one or more physicians 
to 3CCc;!pt referrals from the nu;rse". It dot:s not mandate any 
5u~h referrals or even consultation with the licensed physician 
leave~ any such communication within the complete and 
unfettered discretion of the nurse practitioner. We have 
.:.:1al::•2ed the present laws governing the -practice of nursing 
in 2ach and every one of our sister states. ~o such state has 
c~er proposed, let alone enacted,a nurse practice law which 
even approaches the present proposal in terms of the scope of 
approved practice and the lack of a defined nurse-physician 
relationship. 
r,-i-: ..;DDITI<mAL Di"FOBKATIOB COKTACT JERilY1tS. HOFFMAN. ESQ.• ASSISTANT DIRECIOR. DIVISION 
)F ,.n;;!-::R..~"TAL AFFAIRS. 90 South Svau Streee. AlbaD)' (518) 46.5-808S; 420 Lakeville Rd., 
· :.k•• Success, BY 11042 (516) 488-6100 
..... _ .. 
.. : ..; .. -:t:-: . 
- ............ .. -
':· ' 
During the last two years, physicians representing 
the Medical. Society of the Sta~ of Hew York ha~ worked with 
the involved 1egislators and a11·organizat~ons representing 
·the nursing profession, aa well.as other interested groups, in 
a ·sincere ··effort to resolve any inadaguaciea in the present 
. law governing the practice of nursing .. in Rew York State. We 
have made many constructive concerning changes in 
the present statute. The preNDt-legialat:ive proposal ignores 
each and every such suggestion.·-··- _; ,•i 
.. . . . 
The Medical Society of the State of New York is 
prepared to resume a construct.tve ~ocjQ&·to·address. this 
exceedingly complex question. '!be •ject legislation is, Jlow-
ever, completely unacceptable to the physicians of New York. 
We respectfu'J.ly urge-that it be defeated . . · 
GLC:bas 
5/10/83 
- . . 
Respectfully submitted, 
RICB, CONRAY 
Legislative Counsel to the 
MEDICAL SOCIETY OF THE STATE 
. ··op HEW YORK . 
New York State Nurses Association 
Public Relations Department 
2113 Western Avenue 
Guilderland, NY 12084 
MAY 18, 1982 
REMARKS OF ASSEMBLYMAN JERROLD NADLER 
I would like to th.ank- all of you for coming to hear our views on Assemblymen 
Siegel and Tallon's bill. 
First of all~ I would like to clarify one area of misconception. Contrary to 
reports, there is NOT wholehearted legislative acco.rd on this bill. 
Many legislators, Senator Pisani and I among them, oppose this bill. 
I oppose it because it would create inappropriate and unnecessary restrictions 
on nursing practice. Nurses are individually-licensed professionals, as are 
physicians. Each has a recognized scope of practice. They are independent while 
at times overlapping. 
But this proposed. bill would restrict and interfere with the professional 
judgement of both nurses and physicians. The health care needs of consumers are 
too dynamic to be codified in written agreements, as required under this bill. 
In practice, this bill would subject all nurses and all of nursing practice to 
untenable, unworkable supervision. It wculd seriously restrict consumer access to 
health care services. 
As an alternative, I support the Governor's Bill (number 7721). It is 
certainly less restrictive and recognizes the col;aborative relationship of the 
nursing profession and medical profession; rather than characterizing one as super-
visory of the other. The Governor's Bill is also consistent with existing law. 
I have informed the Nurses Association and others that I will co ~; ·. : ~:· 
to ensure that restrictive nursing legislation will not be enacted this year, for ·I 
suppor·t nurses and nursing. 
STA rt OF NEW YORK 
DEPARTMENT OF HEAL TH 
IUfFALO ARli OFFICE 
DAVIO AXb.JIGD. 11.D. 
= 0 ·-
Mr. Marcin Bemstdn 
· .Assisunc Adri:autTacor 
Erie Com,.~ Medical Cea.~ 
,_ 462 Grider su~t 
: .. : · Baf£a1c • Bev York 1421.S 
--Dear Mr. Bemsrein: 
• 94 Dl!UWARE AVE. • 
December 30. 1982 
Oa.site Progr.m policy determinations have been made regarding physician 
doc:ame::iudon wich i.mpac~ 011 your fadl.ity. ; 
Physician documeneation for psychiatric patients is delineated in Hospital 
- • Memranda 77-86 and. 78-13. Cert$ classifications of health care paraprofessionals 
are listed in Hospital ~randum 78-13 whose notes, when countersigned by the attend-
~..! ing physician, i:eet the docu::ient:ation requirement~ for psychiatric inpatients contained 
_,::,:1.n l!ospical. ~randcl 77-86. Only 1:bose individuals 1isted in Hospital. ~orandwa 
1 :.--: 78-13 :a~ meet the do~tation :ec;ci:c:ents listed ab~;;~. i..nc:U lai'.'j' .. :t . ..-L 
noutions such as chose ~de b~ therap.is~s, :.~-~ , .. K..:i.J.},.,.~~J> .. l,~,~;ptable 
meeting die .;.f~~~wree:,D~eqc.IHf::ien~ -·~ ~,-... .. --. l . In the past, you have requested clarification regarding documentation e.n.te-red .. / by nurse ;,ractitioners into inpatient medical records. Because the Ne~ York State Education Lav does uot c:arrently recognize the term or .role of nurse practitioners in 
1 any bcspi~ setd.Dg, any enttias aade by a nurse practitioner, even if counter- j 
! signed, will. not be considered as 1Zeting physician doc:m:ientation requireI:ents. It 
\ · :!.s a:rrent: sute policy to requ.ire dai1y physician docuc.entation of inpatient ·. 
\ *r ..-!.;es. Da..ials of ?!edicai.d r~ursement to1ill be issu.?d for lack of appropriate _,1 
pbysi.cian cocu::e:1uu:iou. __ . .....,. . -..~ , .- . . ..• -- ,..~~---. {t • . __,... ,....,. ... ~,.. "·-·'- .. ,.-~.,..~ . -~n Ii I ·-" . ~---"".--~ - - . . . it 
These policy clarifications are effective :h:m:ediately. Please feel free to ·' 
i.ufo:c:: your s1:aff of these r_equi.rements • 
Should you or your staff have any further questions. please do not hesitate 
to call. me at · 847-43S7. 
cc: Dr. tn.ricb Bauer. Onsite Physician 
Hrs. Ba:bara Cend.le. !u.ffalo Area Office 
Onsite Nurses 
!fr. Robert c. Brauo.,. Baffal.oArea Offica 
bills have been intmdo::ed to facj]itate the practice of mzse 
practi.ticners. Qle £ran. Arthur E\18, Bi:rffalo ~lman, and c::oe by 
GcNe:1:nor Car.e'I's Office (lliu.dl. legislators a:te invol~ is not yet 
known) • A third bill is being drafted by th! State Educatial D:part1tl!nt., 
~. ·"' ... , .. 
'.lbe three bills ai:e attached. Arthur Eve has indicated he will aEeDd 
his bill to take out the {ilrase "mder the clirecticn and guidance of" ad 
will dJange the term -protDOOJs• to "written a.greenents. • SOEver., no 
printed fom of the bill with these changes is available ~t. 
'lbe Q:>vernor's bill is said to be the sane as last year's bill, 1bile the 
State Edtcatiai bill have sare illplrtant revisials. 11::st notable of 
these revisials is a switch ftan "protocx>ls" to "written ag:reetlE!Dts. • 
A coalition of Ocgani z.ecl Nurse Practi timer Associ ati.ms has been fm.ned 
to work ai legislatim. 'lbe coalitiai is badcing all of the effm:ts to 
secure legislatirn, but wcrldng far a1eallrents whexe they m:e needed. 
New Yorlt State Nw::ses' Associ.atial is badting the Gol.ienlar' S bill and 
q,pcsing other bills. 
CAJr ccnsultants in the various legislative offia-s tell us that mat is 
neeoed now is a shew of inten!st fmn mn:se practiti.ae:s. Could each of 
you write aie or na:e letters to menb-1 s; of the key ccmnittees Catt.ached) , 
or to own loca1 asseri>lynan or senator. '1ell them legis~m 
for nurse practjHmers is neerlen to q, ~- Explain_~ 
ptti>lem in teIIns of yoor own situaticn ar views so this mss letter wn.t:ing 
carpaign will not seem like a mass letter writing caq;,aign- IDcal legis-
l.ators are listed bel.cw: 
DIS'l'RIC'.r !«>. 
138 
l.39 
l.40 
141 
142 
143 
.l.44 
145 
146 
147 
148 
55 
56 
58 
59 
60 
BB:mjb 
·Attach. 
NAME 
Josepl Pillitt:era (Niagara Falls) 
MatllewJ.ftD:IDY 
R:bin L. SchiDminger 
Jchn B. Sleffer 
caml.Shiek 
Arthur o. h'1e 
Wi]Jja,n B. li:Jyt 
Richard J. Keane 
Dermis T. Gorski. 
Richan1 L. Yamedy 
Vincent J. Graber 
Antbcny MasjeJ lo 
BaylDa1d Ga]]acj)P.r 
Dale Vollcer 
ll!llter J. Floss 
Jdn Daly (Niagara Falls) 
'DJe B:Un.able I.egislative Off: ........ ;-ce----Bldg ........ -.----
Albany, New Yarlc 12248 
Dear R: •. ______ _ 
'.!be J.1C1101:a>le~-------Iegislati'IIIB-~Blag-
Albany, Har Yadt 12248 
senat:or 
. . 
; Purpose or General Idea of Bill: »- •e-vring the sem.ces web. a zegistered p:rofes.~mal nurse ira.f 
p.uride and estab].isbing.•educatiooal and lioenseing criteria 
thr:0ugh liihi.ch. those expanded services may be i:egul.atsd. 
-Summary of SpeciFac Provisions: 1) Sectim 6902 of Educatim LaW' by addir,J a new subdivisicn I 
tmee. I 
2) M1s New Sectim sixty nine hmmed ten {6910) to Educaticn Law. 
3) JmleD:ls PaJ.ag:capb (c) of· sub:livision blO of Secticn three humred 
sixty five-a of the Social Services Law, as amended by chapter .. 
seven hundnd seventy-eight of the laws pf ninet.een hurmed 
seventy-seven." 
" 
· · Effects of Pt~t law which This Bnl would Alter: Present law limits nlll=Sing to a ~ve role 
~· this legislation would allow ·a licensed 
xegisteJ:ed professional nurse to assure perfm:nanc:e 
· of theraputic or c:cxrective measures and to 
d:cugs other than controlled subst:.ances 
with the-supei:visial of a pb;ysician. 
Justif"acation: "!tie expanded practice of nursing provided for in this legislation would increase 
lbe ilfDl[lt of high level health care available to the citizens of New ~orlt State 
eqieciaJly in light of physician_shortages beiir; within the ~te. 
. :, 
f -f nor L~ative History: RH!. 
i- tmprocations ~ar St••• and local Govemme~ts:. 
-· 
I 
K; of A. EVE 12/30/&0 GS:C:3 
1 Section 1. Sect.ion sixty-nine hundred .two of the education law is 
2 amended by adding a new subdivision. three to read as follows: 
.3 3. The ptactice of registered professional nursing by a nurse who has 
4 received a certificate issued by the deoartmcnt authorizing expanded 
S practice in a soecial area of nursing practice mav include the diagno-
6 sis of illness and the uerformance of theraoeutic or corrective measures 
7 within soecial area of nursin oractice under the direction and 
8 uidance in collaboration with a licensed oh ician includin the 
9 issuance of prescriutions for drugs other than controlled substances, 
· . o .:";: -2_,• ,.,.,:,._ 0 
10 provided such services are oerformed in accordance with ·. written proto;;. 
- 11 cols agreed uoon in advance between the nurse Derforming th~ sen-ices 
12 and a phvsician. Nothing in this subdivision shall be deemed to limit 
·13 the practice of the orofession of nu~sing as a registered orofessional 
14 nurse as defined in subdivision one of this section. 
1S § 2. Such law is amended by adding a new section sixty-nine hundred 
16 ten to read as follows: 
17 § 6910. Certificates for the expanded oractice of nursing. a. A regis-
18 tered professional nurse apolying for a certificate authorized by the 
19 provisions of section sixtv-nine hundred two of tbis chapter shall ful-
20 fill the foll~inq reauirements: 
21 
22 
(1) Application: file an aoolication with the deoartmenti 
(2) License: be licensed as a registered professional nurse in the 
23 state of New York; 
24 (3) Education: have completed a program of study in a special field 
25 of nursing t.:hich is registered by the deoartment or the eauivalent of a 
26 registered program of· stud:ii 
•• 
.. 
1 (4) E:uain4tion: pass an examination satisfactory to the dr.partmcnt 
2 and in accordance with commissioner's regulations; , (5) Fees: pay a fee to the department of fifteen dollars for each 
- 4 such certificate. 
s b. The education and examination requirements of a registered nurse 
6 vho bas satisfactorily completed a formol one academic year educational 
1 program· that preoares registered nurse:; to perform an exnanded role in 
I die delivery of primary care, includes at least four months in the ag-
9 gregate of classroom instruction and a component of sunervised clinical 
10 practice and m.:ards a degree, dioloma. or certificate to persons who 
11 successfully coamlete the program. The education requirements of sub-
12 division a of this section shall be met by a registered nurse who has 
13 succassfully comoleted a formal educational program that'does not meet 
14 such requirements and has been nerforming an exoanded role in the deliv· 
lS ery of primary care for a total of twelve months during the eighteen 
16 ac,nth period immediately preceding the effective date of this act. 
17 c. The commissioner, with the aporoval of the board of regents, mav 
18 adopt regulations establishing special areas of nursing practice, iden-
19 tifying the general end ssecific services which may be provided by 
20 11111'Ses certified in such areas of practice and the requirements and 
21 · procedure for certification in such areas. 
22 d. The commissioner, with the aporoval of the state commissioner of 
-
23 health, mav adopt regulations establishing the content of ~ritten proto-
24 cols required by the provisions of subdivision three of section sixty-
25 nine hundred two of this chapter, the records to be maintained and such 
26 other utters as may be necessarv to assure oeriodic review bv the 
27 licensed physician, the provision of advice and assistance which may in-
•• •• 
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1 elude the mana~cmnnt of d. J .. . me 1ca emergencies and such other matters as 
2 may be necessary to meet the ~eguirements of the "-Tit.ten protocol. 
3 · ·t 3_- P~ragraph Cc) of subdivision two of section three hundred s~~y-
4 five•a of the social services law~ as aaendad by chapter seven hundred 
S seventy-eight of the taus of nineceen hundred seventy-seven, is amcndec::! 
6 to read as foll~s: 
7· (c) out-patient hospital or clinic services in facilities operated 
8 in complianc~ ~ith applicable provisions of this chapcer~ the public 
9 health law, the mental hygiene law and other laws . . including any proYi-
10 sions thereof requiring an operat:iq certificate or license. or where 
11 such facilit~es are not conveniently accessible, in any hospital located 
12 without the state and care and services in a day.. t. .. rea ment program oper-
13 at~ by the department of mental hygiene or by a volun~ary ag:Ucy under 
14 an agreement with such department ·in that part of a _public institution 
15 .operated and· approved pursuant to law as an intermediate care facility 
16. for the mentally retarded and health cl~ft1·~~ for 1· • · 6'• - c 1n1c services includ-
17 ing expanded practice in a special area cf nursing practice; 
18 § 4. This act shall take effect on the fust day of .January next sue-· 
19 ceeding the date on which it shall have beccae a law. 
• • 
\ 
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·IN ASSEMBLY 
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· Barch 25, 1980 
· by comJITl'EE OH RULES-read once and r•ferred to the Commit-
cu • Biper Education 
AH M:r m tllleDd the education law• in relation to the expanded practice 
of ursiq and .akin& an appropriation therefor 
, 'lbe People of the State of New York; represented in Senate and Assem-
ltlr, do enact as follows: . . 
1 ••·• SecUon 1. SectiOJl sixty-nine• hundred two of the education law is 
2 a.ended by adding_& new subdivision three to read es follows: 
3 3. "Ibe practice of registered professional nursing bv a nurse who has 
4 received a certificate issued by the deparuient au'th:>rizing exnanded 
$ practice in a special area of nursing practice may also .include the di• 
6· aposis of illness end the performance of therapeutic: or corrective 
7. aeasures within such soe~ial ar@a of nursing practice I under the direc• 
a. tion and supervision and in collaboration with a licensed physician, in• 
9 eluding tbe issuance of prescriptions for drugs other than controlled 
10 substances, provided such services are perfon:ied in accordance ~ith 
U written protaeols agreed upon in advance between the nurse perfori::ing 
12 the services and a physician. No more than n:o registered nurses may en• 
U ur into such an agreement uith the same physician, exceot in health 
14 care facilities licensed pursuant to article "tUenty•eight of the public 
15 health lav. Nothing in this subdivision shall be dee1ned to limit the 
16 ~ractice of the profession of nursing as a registered professional nurse 
11 es defined in su!>division one of this section. 
11 I . 2. Such lav is amended by e.ddin& a new ui:tion sixty-nine hundred 
19 - ta to rud as follows: · 
20 I 6910. Certif.icates for the expanded practice of nursing. 1. A regis• 
21 ured professional nurse applying for a certificate authorized by the 
2Z provisions of section sixty-nine hundred two of this article shall ful• 
ZS fill the folloving requirements: 
24 a. Application: file a., application with the departmenti 
25 b. License: be licensed u a registered professional nurse in the 
26 state of New Yo::k; 
. DPLINATIClf-tlatter in italics (underscored) is nw; a&ctar :ln brackets 
( J la old law to.be omiued. 
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AN N::r to anerld the education law, -:in :relation to the-~ 
practice of nursing 
. 
9e PeoDle of t..lie State of New York, in Senr...e 
arid Asse.bly, do enact as follows: · • 
· · : ·.·Section 1. Section sixty-nine hundred nine of t.'le ~ti.an 
law is arrended by adding a new sw:xli.visicn. four t.o read as follcws: 
4. Health services w.ch rray l:e perfm::med J:r,1 a reg.is"..e.ml 
pmfessior.al nurse, in collabora~-i with a licensed p.;ysician, shall 
. m::lude diagnosis of illness and perfo:cma..'lce of t.l]e..---apeutic am. 
c:x:n:::rective n-easures, i.ncl~g issuance· of prescrip-"'...i.o:ls :or d-""llgs, . 
other tha.'l C:O.'ltr:olled su!:,s+-...ances·, and im::uni.zation against. ~e 
diseases. SUch nurses s.1lall, either before or after li.ce:-.sure, have 
satisfacto_..-Uy cx:i:;,leted educational prepa.."cltio:i. for these :health 
services in a program registe...---ed by the st:2:te depa... bteut of 
e:hx:aticn or-,.in a prog:tarn de~ by the departr.ent to l:e equivalent.. 
.,· ~c . 
N:>thing in t.1us act shall be dee:ted to limit the practice of nm:.sinq as 
a registel:EC professional nurse p:irsuant to this article one hundred 
thirty-nine o! the e:1ucati.on law or to any regist-...ered professional 
· nurse the ri~'it to do aey act now auth:>rized by suc.'l article. 
S 2. This act shall take effect imtaliately. 
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. ; To _the . Hurse Practitioner Project Di'.rectors 
. •Jama• Brownie., Cerato and Mdaig plus Elder· · ancl.Gm:m. . . . ; 
I • 
l 
Attathed is. the Notice of Intention to'File 
• Cl.aim against:· the ·S_tate of New York for 
injuries allegedly. caused· by a nurse who . . 
¥118 functioning outside her legal scope of 
· . practice. The case has raised some serious 
questions not least: .of whi<;h are whether 
tbe SUBY system should continue to hire xiurse 
practitioners in its 'ttudenf.health service . 
and allow i.ts nursing schools to prepare -
msrse practitioners or other persons whose 
. achpe of function is at all expanded. l: think 
the present state of affairs has grave 
· implications for· your programs and grant · 
~- Perhaps we could get together an 
plan some strategy. 
. 
Attached aiso. 1s ·.a copy . of the new SED proposal. 
Are any of · you testifying this Friday? · · 
*_"7.:;·:;.=.•1...:--;; ._._., .. 
-~ .......... ' 
July 29, 
From: 
SUbject.: 
Attached for your information are copies o~ a recently-
£iled Notice of Intention to. File a . Claim arid the campus 
response relating to treatment of a student by a Registe+ed 
_Nurse (apprentice nurse practitioner) at the Student Health 
Services Center at Plattsburgh. 
This matter should be discussed in the context of any 
future .discussions of the scope of treatment by registered 
nurses and nurse practitioners. 
Attachment 
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· tJur~~- > .. 
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l30NXTTA STEUER_. .. rtYS DEPARTMENT OF ~\V 
_ w.n•s r.u:u=J\u -- . . ... : . ~-
,~ NOTICE OF 
.. -against- • , . .. .. . . · INTENTION TO ;,, ·• -, . . . . ,. . . . · FILE CLAIM 
S~ATE OF NEW YORK., · . . . . - . .. -. -. .. .... .. . . 
•. .• • •. . • De.tend ant., ·. 
. . .. . 
··••••·~ ...... RiHHHl-•**N§ ... iH-4~~ . . . . .. . . .. . . - . . 
To the Clerk or the Court or Claims: 
· ... . . . . .. 
- . .: .... ,: =--. ~--•:i : · .... f: :· .. : .. :=--.. • ... ·_;.·. . . 
~o the Attorney-General ot the State o; New York; ... . - : . .. . . : . . . . . . - . ,.,. 
_,.,, - : . :- ... . . -: .. ,.·: .. •;,.• .. ·• .· .... ;~ ... ---"!~ ·• • .. • • • • . • • - • -·- • . . . . 
lliease take notice that the undersigned~ BONITTA STEUER, 1 
, . . 
tends to file a ~la1m against the State or ~ew York; purGuan~ to 
. 'sections 10 and 11 ot the Cou~t ot Claims Abt.- .. ;.-. . . . - . . . - . 
· · . · ~e ·Po~t-of't1ce addres~ ot the cla,iment. herein :i.s R~D. 1/6, --. . .- . . . 
- . - .. --
. . . 
LQ~ghberry.Boad~ S~ratoaa Springs# New·York~ _12866; County ot·sar-~. 
. ..- . ._ -· . - . . .. . . . . . . t , •· . - ._. : : . . . . . . ·.-:... : a. oga. . . . !· .. _. . . - : • . . . •.•. , .• ;. 1 . :.a • ... - : . 
~e attorney !or the claimant herein 1s John A. S1cone~ Jr. 
· Esq.~ and h1a post-orr1ce cddrccs 1s 384 Broadway, Saratoga .. . 
Springs, New York, 12866, County ot Sar.atoga. 
. . 
·. · t!Jise fthen and_ the place ~here such cla1c arose an~ ·the 
ri~tu~ ~:r· the s~e fire as follows; that during the· latter pe.:rt ~f 
M~rch~ .i9S1.:~~ncl thq e~rly p~rt ot Apr~l., 1981., the claicant was. 
a ·atudent=_~1; the State University ot l{ew York at Plattsburgh.,, Ne\~ 
York~ enrolled a.:1 .a nurc1ng student. She is hav1ns pain 1n her 
=ions dur1ng the period ot the latter·pnrt of March, 1981, and the 
early part Qt April., 1981. on·those three separate occasion~ the 
. "  
. 
. . . 
·had· tlui.d in her car. .:::.=.:::-.!'.,.;:;;..;....;.;... ___ t_he_n_u~ ·c_hangcd _-ond :2_re-
,I .. • 
'acribed 0 certa1n ffied1cat1ons ana ant1~1ot1_s~. ~e clau:an.t ~as 
never examined _by a licensed phy~iclan. Medication and antI610~ _ .,., 
~ere iiproperly prescribed by a._ non..:.11ce~s~~ per_eon And p~po:' ,;~'.,\:', 
tention-~~d- cire ·t;as0 not" given ··to the claimant's ear p_roblem.. !i)>i - · • · · · · · lf !:::'.:t ·-wii~~-- the~ ~t~d~nt. retu~ed: .~o ·her· b~~e- _tor: ~~er vacation~ she :t~_i/. 
·. I • - . -. • .. ... .. • . • -• 
c~~ld·. n~t" st~d ; th~ pain any lo~g~r and vent ~o Dr. Moh1nde112:/.'.i,:i . .. . . i . . .. . ·- . •. . . i ; • • : ! . ! . .. ... . . \::;,<;.,:.::,:: 
Go~~ of Saratoe~ Springs~ New York1 wh!> ~~~1at9l~ rush~~ hetji:}·: 
• .. . t· - " ... . . . ;, .... . . . : . + : • ' ' - .. .. -/:::O"· . 
to: .. H~splta1·. ~d performed sur~ery on her le~t· ear. She/ 
wa3· cont1~~d- to the·•~~~p1tal' !'or -~everal. ·days~ Clabent now hasp 
a drainage tube i:mplanted in her ear wb1cb w1~1. remain._th~re :t'o~:i:I/> 
. . . 
~an:, month~. The ru11·extent ot her_1nju~1es and ~h~_~xac; . 
amounts-or all or her ~edical expen~es are·not known at th1a 
Claimant w111 claim that th~ defendeni~ ~hrough ita_a~cnts~ 
and ~r:iployee.s, was negligent· in the pert'om~ce ot :its 
!'- t~ ~~~der proper#. ;egular and law1~· r.ed1cal. seryt~eB_ an~. ca.re.-.. ,; . : . . . ,., .... . . : - . . 
· the·c1a1mant:~·:; ·: .. _- · 
::- . , - .. . .. .. !. l 
. .:,:: __ ;·.•~.\~--~ :. _.·. .-
. ! 
12866 r 
· BOHI'r.l'A S~R~ being duly sworn~ says: I am tbe cla1aimt 
. . . 
.. _ • - •• ,l 
above namedJ I have. read the toreaoing Notice ot Intention· to· · · 
. - . ~., . . . : .. .. ... . . . ,. . .· . - .. ,..:·. 
tile a cla.im against ~he State· of' Ne": York· end kn~w 1 ts conten~a J 
the SaEle.1& true· to my-own· knowledge~ except as to-the ~atters - .. .. . . 
. _ _-_ therein stated· to be alleiied on 1ntorr::ation and bel1ci'., zind aG 
.• .... - - .. --~·=: .. . : . . . - . - . . 
. · to those matters. I believe· 1t to be true.-·- ... 
.. 
. : : t(: •_J •. -:'; '}• ··-. -:. ::~. . 
........ :' 
.. :-· . ' 
- .- • '! • 
.. 
.. ;,.,1 - ; .. ·• "! ... _ 
: 
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NANCY s. BRUNO· . 
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TN& UN1Vt:lt91TY OIi' TNC STATIC OP' NltW YO•ot 
THIE STATE EDUCATION DEPARTMENT 
CUI.TUltAI. COUCATION Ci:NTll:lt 
AUIANY. N&W YOIIIC tU20 
usisTAPiT COM"41SSIONEII 
P'OII THIE ~110 .. ESSIONS 
,,a: •7•-:aa,a 
':.. : ... - ..... , . . .. ·:,.. ... _; __ 
;:J'uly 10, 1981 
To 7nterested Persons: 
Subject: 
• 
Legislative Procosal Relating to the 
Expanded Practice of Nursing 
The Board of Regents at its June 1981 meeting reviewed 
the attached bill to amend the Education Law. in relation .. to 
the expanded practice of nursing~ The Regents approved the 
proposal as a basis for submission to the field for review 
and comment • 
The Regents invite your comments and any information 
relating to the proposal. Please s·ubmit these to this office 
at your·convenience during the next few weeks. Thereafter, 
at the Regents Legislative Conference, September"ll, the 
.Regents will welcome · oral testimony and any further comment_ 
you may care to provide. Notification concerning time a.~d 
location of the Regents Legislative Conference will be pro-
vided in August. · 
FCA:sg 
Attachment 
~/,on('.~-.. --
. Frank c. Abbott 
ltEMORA.'IDUM IN SUPPORT OF "&"f ACT TO AMEND THE EDUCATION LAW, IN 
&ELATION TO THE EXP .ANDED PRACTICE OF NURSING, AND MAKING AN 
APPROPRL\TION THRRE.FOR" • 
Pm.pose oC the bill: 
To permit registered professional nurses with e.dditional professional education 
to engage in e:xpanded areas of practice and to per! orm a wider range of- health 
-services. 
Summary of the provisions of the bill: 
This bill would amend Education Law sections 6902 and 6527 and add a new 
section 6910 to authorize registered professional nurses with additional education or 
training satisfactoey ta t.'12 State Education Department to perfor::1 health services in 
one or more specific areas of expanded practice in collaboration with a physicien. The 
health services in such area or ar~ of expanded practice could include such primary 
health care services as t.'1e diagnosis ot illness, the per! ormance of therapeutic or 
corrective measures, the issuance of prescriptions for drugs other than controlled 
substances, and immunization against preventable diseases. Examples of areas of 
expanded nursing practice include: maternal and child health nursing, medical-surgical 
nursing, psychiatric and mental health nursing, community health nursing, and 
gerontological n~rsing. 
Registered professional nurses could qualify for written authorization to engage 
in an area of expanded practice, isst!ed by the Depertment, either by the completion of 
a past~duate educational program. registered -by the department, or by the 
submission of evidence of the completion of an equivalent program. Candidates who 
complete an equivalent program may be required to pass an examination satisfactory 
to the Department. 
Expanded practice could be performed only in collaboration with a physician. 
Except in general hospitals, es cef'lned by Public Health Law section 2801, subdivision 
11, expanded practice could be performed only in eccorcance with a Mitten 
agreement between the col!2.boratir:g physician and the nurse which defines the nature 
of the collabot"ation and whic.'1 will be available to patients upon request. Except in 
health care facilities licensed purs1.1&nt to Article 28 of the Public Health Law, not 
more than two nurses would be permitted to engage in expended practice in 
collaboration with the same physician. The exceptions for g~neral hospitals and other 
Article 28 facilities reflect t.~e general regulation of practice jn those facilities 
pursuant to the Public Heelth Law and the State Hospital Code, and the fact that 
special provisions to further regulate expanded practice of nursing in licensed 
institutions may be adopted, if necessary. 
Statement in suoport of the bill: 
There is .. e. widespread e.."ld growing recognition that registered nurses with 
additional training are capa!>le of serving the public by the performance of a wide 
ra---.-. c" '"'t":;'!1 .... V }.e.,1•!, e-i-0 ser~c0 s " . .,:,.h ,.._,,,,,_.,.1•1·• ~r.•• ""' ,..~--:,,,..,,-1 oni.1 ::>v . ··~:- .... -~ ... ,, - ...... -·~' ·-• -.. ... - '··-:.. :-·• :...: ....... .......... : .... : .. -.. ~)\.; -· ·-- ........ '' ..... 
pnys1c:B.J~. There are 1nc:~!!S~n.g n:..:r.:t>ers c.: -~~;:=~e::~~ :;:c:::s~::.:-~ :-~:.:·:-t,2s :~ ~h:.3 
State who have the quali!iotions to pe.-!orm acditionel ;,ri:-:1a.ry heal~h c.are se::-·:ices, 
6 81 BR 8.3 . 
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2 
but who are not perJnitted to fully utilize their skills und~ existing statutes.. 
Expanded practice by such nurses . would free physicians from . the perf' ormance of 
routine health services, and leave them moce time to care for more serious health 
P??blems. Enactment of this bill would also help alleviate a shor~cre of nurses and of 
prnnary health care service in some areas of the State, end would encourege yOlU'lg 
people to enteJ:> into the nursing profession. The Federal Rural Health Clinic:: Services 
Act of 1977 authorizes reimbursement for expended nursing services in rural health 
clinics, but the absence of enabling legislation for expanded practice prevents 
implementation of those provisions in New York State. 
· This bill would increase the availability of prima.-y health care services for the 
citizens of this State, while providing for the protection of' the public by requiring that 
nurses who engage in expanded practice shall have es"..ablished their qualification for 
· exp8!1ded practi~e ~y comple~ a registered program in advanced practice or by 
passing~ _examination. The ~ill would protect a.a,aainst ebuses and provide flexibility 
1n permitting further adaptations to changes in medical and nursing practices a."td 
techniques by authorizing the Commissioner to deime by regulations the areas and 
scope of expanded practice. 
• This bill would not limit the e.'dsting authority end scope of practice of 
r.egistered p:-ofess!onal nurses,. or of nurse-midwives or other health professionals 
licensed or authorized to practice under the provisions of the Education Law or the 
Public Health Law. 
Budgetary im0lic2.tions o~ the bill: 
An appropriation o! $65,000 is included for the initial cost of the authorization · 
of registered nurses· in areas of expanded practice. The State cost is estimated at 
$45,000 in the second year, $37,000 in t.ie third year: $29 000 in the fourth year and 
$20,000 in the fifth yee:r. · · ' ' 
. April 3, 1981 . 
6 Sl 
_. ___ c Respectl~-~-
c ~l . -- ... --
Robert D. Stone · _ 
Counsel and Deputy Commissioner r or Legal Affairs 
State Ed-i1cation Department 
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AK ACT 
to amend the ~tlon law, in relation to the elQWed practice oC nursfnr 
ad maJdnc an apprapriatlon theretor 
The.People oC the State of New York. reoresented In Senate and A!semblv, do 
enact as follows: 
Section 1. Section sixty-nine hundred two oC the education law is amended 
by~ a new subdivision three to read as follows: 
3. The scope oC practice of a reltistered orofessionel nurse mav be eX"Oanded bv a 
written autho:izatlon issued bv the ~eoartment in one or more soeeiel ar~as or 
expanded nurs5 practice. Re~tered professional nurses authorized to enn~e ln 
• expended practice may cli!gnose ill:1e~es, pe:-!orm therapeutic o: ~1Tective measures, 
Issue prescriptions for druzs other than controlled subs'.ances. and immunize oatfents 
apJnst preYentable diswes. The erpanded .practice shell be conducted only In 
eolllbaration with a licensed physician, and except In general ho5i>itals as defined in 
subdivision eleven.of section twent~ight hundred one of the pt!::illc heslth !aw, only In 
accordance with written ~reements l>etween the nurse performi~ the services l!nd 
ti. physician. The writte~ et;reement shall define the ndure of the co~oration, and 
shill be avaiul>le u;>on request to ;:!tlents. Exce;,t In he!lth facilities licensed 
pursuant to article twenty~!ght oC the public heslth law no more t.'1an two registered 
DUrSeS may enter into such an eg:eement with the same physicie:1. Nothing ln t.'1is 
sabdivision shall be deemed to limit the practice of. the :,ro!ession of nl!r'Sing as a 
reifstered professional nurse as defined in su!>dMsion one of t?lis section or the 
practice of nurse-midwifery pur.s:iant to orovisions or the sanitarv code adooted 
t,ursuant to S1bd!Yision flff of section two hundred twenty-five or the public health 
.!!!!: 
52. Sach''-w is amended by adding a new section s=.xt~ine hundred ten to 
read as follows: 
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prac11:.-e sJlall fulfill Ule CoDowing r-equirements: 
.. Application: me Ill appliCl!.tiOl'i with the de;artftlent:. 
II. Llc:ell:Sft be licensed a a reris:ffl!d :,roCessioaal nu:se in !he state flf 
Bew York; 
e. Education and examination: (U a..,. ~leted a proiJram of 
registered ti! the ~ment. or wllic:b. in the o:,iniOll ot the ~rtment. :s the 
smstantial equivalent or ~tered i,ror-am. in an area of u;,anded nu~ c,ACtice 
taken after llce:isure as a registered professional nurse. The «.rtment ::iay ~t 
or require an examination u proof of of a lf'Sduate of a 
d. Pees. pay a tee to the depertment ct nttffll d0:lus tor eaelt sucb 
authorization. 
2. TM commissipner, with the ac,proval of the board of regents_ may 
regulations establishing special arus ot expanded ldenttf~ the general and 
specific: services which may be provided by registered ptofesslonal nurses in such areas 
of prac:tlc:e, the pro<:e011'9 for a;,proval of ex;,anc:ed p:actice. the form and cont~t of 
the written agreements required by the provisions of S!Jbdivision three ol section sixty-
nine hundred two of this artic:le. and the recotds required to be maintained t,y the 
registered nu:se and th~ collab«atinsr ;mpiclan. 
53.. Section sixty-five twat,-swen of sucll law is A!ftaed bf 
addiq a new subdivision six to read a follows: 
I. A physician collabaratinsr with a rmstered oroCessiond nurse euthoned to 
engage in the e:cenc!ed orsctice ot nursw es orovided in secticr-.s s'.:rtv-iline 
two and slxt"Mtir.e hi=t~ ~en or this art:cle shall not colla~ate wit.I\ ::ic~ t.'WI two 
such nu.-se!1 exce!>t that this lir.iltstion s.'la.!! not aool• to ~th c:s.-e Cacili!fes 
licensed oursuant to article twent~ir..t or t.":e c~lic: heslt!l law. 
54. T2le sum of sixty-five tbousand :!ollus (SSS.000). ot so mac!I tbereot as 
may be n~y, is hereby appn,prlated to state ec:ucat!oft o:zt :lt l.tt'f 
moneys in tlle state treasury in the general fund to the credit of stal2 parpcses 
fund not oUlerwise eppropriated, Ccr its a;,en:ses. fni:1=tne seni=, 
maintenance and operation. ln c:arr,iq out the provisions of ad. 
55. 1'bis act sllall take effect 0Cl tbe Om day ot .1GIWl1"J' ill ttie ,-r- De4 · 
suc:eeeding th~ date on whi~ It shall hawe become a law. 
Bil 8.6 
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?r ac.~.+~.., e 
By JERRY AllAN 
N,,,..~ Albany Rur.>au. 
ALBANY - Evidence of the 
wide differences among nurses, 
physi<:ians and health care special-
ists as to how nurses can attain 
more _professional status and recog-
. nition quickly surfaced at a hearing 
here Thursday. 
· Assemblyman Mark Alan Siegel, 
0-Manhattan, chairman of · the 
Assembly Higher Education· Com-
mittee, opened ·the all-day discus-
sion or New York State nursing 
practice with the c9mment, "let the 
combatants go at each other." 
And a Siegel aide noted that 
"nurses have struck several hospi-
tals in the. Northeast in the last 
year, and retention of qualified 
nurses is getting more and more 
difficult. Low salaries aren't. the 
only consideration. Nurses, by and 
large. want recognition for "'ii.at 
they do in helping doctors." 
One approach, initiated by Mr. 
Siegel and Assemblyman James R. 
Tallon Jr .• chairman of the Health 
Committa>, is to rewrite <;ompletely 
a 1909 law covering nursing prac-
tice. Tbeu- committees held several 
public hearings last ·year and the 
Thursday "collegium" sought com-
,ruent from profe$lonals. . 
In general, nurses want written 
into law activities such as minor 
~gnosls and prescription or drugs 
that,. as one put it, "most of us are 
doing already because there are not 
enough doctors to go around." 
Physicians. on the other hand, 
seemed· apprehensive .. that a detail-
ed law would inevitably give birth 
to a maze of State Health Depart-
ment regulations that would ulti-
mately lead to higher health· rare 
<'OSts and less patient <'aJ'e_ 
"We must always be in a supers 
vi.sory capacity," one tloctor said. 
A law requiring a ratio of c!or-
tors to nurses would be unworkable. 
said Llnda King of Albany. ,.._-ho 
represents an organization of nurSt>-
anesthetis~. 
"In many hospitals m rural 
areas, there are not enough anes-
thesiologists to have one physically 
present in operating rooms. and 
nurses do the work without supen•i-
sion," she said. 
Assemblyman Siegel said one 
goal is to give legal status to nurse-: 
A key disagreement - which re- if 
mained unresol\'ed - was a conten- f 
1ion by dOC'tors that a phJ.'Sictan} 
should be present in "a looking- i 
owr-lhe-shoulder capacity·• ori alJ i 
0<·ca;;ions when a nurse-practition-
er. in effect. practiC1!d medicine. 
The nurses said direct supervi-
sion was unnecessary. 
Mr. Siegel explained that .. what 
we want to do is to define the 
nurse-physician relationship. if that 
is possible or necessary. in a 
stature. 
practitioners, persons who funcrion .. As it is now. for example, a 
much like physician-assbranrs bur nurse cannot prescnoe a drug but 
who are certified now only by pri- · it is a custom in some hospitals fer 
vale organizations. a doctor to sign blank presuiptjon 
There are 194,000 nurses licensed rorms berore he lea'-'eS. and the 
by New York State but only an esli- nurse fills in lbe name of the drug. 
mated 3.000 are qualified as nurse In other words. lhe Dll1'Se decides 
practitioners. · the medication. .. 
r' I 
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+HE NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION 
ANALYSIS 
of 
STAFF 'WOBXING·PAPER, NEW YORK STATE ASSEMBLY 
HIGHER EDUCATION COMMilTEE . 
,RELEVANT POSITIONS 
Marchl982 
• . IffRODUC'ZION 
'.the Association commends the comprehensiveness and·· aider of. the: St:aff li>rlclng 
Paper. The clear presentation of issues. questions aal proposals regarding 
legal authoricy of registered proft".ssional nurses• pmri.sion of primary healdl 
care services is a highly useful vehicle for rational.analysu,and planning-
.In an effort to facilitate consensus and expedient action the Association 
herein sets forth its views regarding certain issues11 assumptions and options 
identified in the paper. 
SEC'ZION I. GENERAL REGUU'ZORY ISSUIS 
·The Association concurs that "The purpose of professiaoal. regulation is protec-
tion. of the public's health, welfare and safecy" and1 tba.t ••access to health care 
services (is essential) to the public's well being." In additiou, the Associa-
tion heartily endorses these views embodied in the Vorling Paper:· (1) neither 
regulation nor statute should restrict the exercise of professional judgment; 
(2) an individual's practice is kept within bounds by that individual's profes-
sional responsibility; (3) if the individual's judgmeac fails, the statutory and 
regulatory disciplinary provisions provide appropriate penalty. 
In addi~ion to these tenets, the Association believes these facts are of critical 
import in evaluating any proposed regulation or statute relative to nursing: 
1). Primary healt2 §a4e services have always been an essential component of nurs-
ing practice;' ' 
2) Appropriate educational·preparation for and safe execution of these ~es 
have been initiated and.maintained via voluntary self-regulation by individual 
nurses and the nursing profession, not via externally imposed statutory or 
regulatory restraint; -
3) Need for and desirability of increased and more systematic involvement of 
registered professional nurses inpr~ry health care was identified by the 
federal government over a decade ago; . . 
4) The estimated three thousand "nurse practitioners• and the countless other 
registered'profes~ional nurses providing primary health care services to the 
people of this state pose-no.threat to public safety; questions about their 
practice focus primarily on conflicting interpretations of existi~§v, not 
· on the comp·etence of these nurses or the need for their services; ' " • 
S) · · The major barrier against access to services of uarsing practitioners is 
.restrictive reimbursement patterns whichrequirephysician·and/or in.sci.~ 
tutional authOfoZff of nursing services as a requizem.ent for . 
reimbursement. ' ' . . . . 
· ;Finally, with respect to appropriate models. 'the Association strongly urges that 
the nursing profession and its practitioners be .affonlm statuto~/regulatory . 
frameworks equally af fimative as tbos4! governing the professiOilS am · · · · 
practitioners of medicine, dentistry and pharmacy. Clearly, the record is 
bereft of evidence to support imposition of discriminatory external restraint 
upon nursing practitioners. 
SEC'.lION II. SCOPE OP PRAC'.!ICE 
(1) Diagnosis 
The Association considers these Working Paper concepts essential: 
1) all of the health professions engage in diagnosis; 
2) nurse practitioners can accurately diagnose within the bounds of their 
expertise. 
Without question, major health provisions share certain common bodies of knowl-
edge and ai:eas of functional expertise. The New York State Legislature 
acknowledged and endorsed overlapping competence and practice privileges by 
enacting in the 1911 recodification of the-Education Law, Section 6505, whkh 
states: 
No definition of the practice of a profession shall be construed to 
restr~ct or restrain the performance1~£ similar acts authorized in 
the definition of other professions. 
Franldy, avoidance of use of the term diagnosis or ambiguous description, 
qualification or restriction of the term in Nurse Practice Acts, including 
New York State's, are the result of political considerations. For obvious 
(albeit invalid) reasons, the organized medical profession has reflexively 
opposed acknowledgement and authorization of nursing practitioners' legitimate 
-diagnostic and therapeutic ftlllctions. 1971 Medical Society and Hospital Asso-
ciation opposition to inclusion of "diagnosis" and "treatment" in the Nurse 
Practice Act led to inclusion of certain phrases now construed by some as 
prohibiting primary health care services - e.g.,, "A nursing diagnosis is 
distinct from a medical tliagnosis. 11 
As Senator Joseph R. Pisani has emphasized, it is important to note that this 
"disclaimer" merely emphasizes that nurses do not practice medicfz?e; it does 
not restrict the diagnostic privilege authorized in current law. Nurses 
always have and will continue to make diagnostic judgments regarding deviations 
from normalcy. One of the most critical of these is determination that the 
deviation is such that referral to a physician for differential diagnosis of 
pathology is indicated. 
Nursing pr~titioners' diagnostic -functions are emphasized in current law: 
1) Secti.on 6901. Diagnosing means ••• identification of t~ discrimination 
between physical and psychosocial signs and sympt:oms; 
2) Section 6901. Buman responses means those signs, symptoms and processes 
which d~5e·the individual's intex:action with actual or potential health 
problems. - _ · _ _ -... · 
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the Association believes the law should specify the diagnostic: fuact.iaa. and 
should not include references such as "initial," "Felimnary," etc. 
(2) Treatment: 
(i) Ini#,a:t;ion 
Current lav authorizes nurses to tuat phys1cal.and psychosocial.signs 
and symptOlllS. Section 6901 states,, "Treating~ selection and 
performance of ••• therapeutic measures •••• 1 Tins is an area of 
obvious potential overlap with medica1 practice. As is true of the 
word diagnosis, acknowledgement of nurses' legi.timate aut:borit:y for 
and competence in "treatment" is clouded by political considerations. 
Such political considerations do not nov justify restriction of 
privileges previously accorded all. registered-professional nurses. 
In the Association's view the law shoul.d specify registered profes-
sional nurses' authority to select and perfor?ll therapeutic and 
corrective measures. 
(ii) I'ztesCPipticn rnvi.Zeges 
It is commonly accepted that pharmacology is a complex, rapidly changing 
body of knowledge. Indeed, some years ago Harvard Medical School 
drastically reduced pharmacology content in its curriculum because new 
knowledge developed so quickly obsolescence seemed inevitable. Advice 
and consultation of pharmacists are routinely and voluntarily sought by 
physicians and nurses. 
The Association believes the Working Paper assumption that "An individual's 
practice is kept within the ••• scope of training and specialization by 
the individual's profe·ssional responsibility" is highly relevant. It is 
abundantly clear that nursing practitioners, nurse-midwives, nurse-
anesthetists, clinical nursing specialists have safely used prescription 
privileges - absent the unnecessarily 18strictive frameworks of written 
agreements,_protocols and formularies. Hence, the Association believes 
the law should simply specify registered professional nurses' rights to 
prescribe drugs. 
(iii.) Irmru.nization 
Well establishedl§!~o~2f1 and international protocols govern all fmgn•nfza-
tion procedures. Methods of pre-testing and treatment of untoward 
reactions are well outlined. _. Immunization is well within the clinical 
capabilities of nursing practitioners and has been safely executed by 
nurses ill diverse settings for years. In the Association's view. it is 
an area of function authorized by current lav. . _ 
SEC!tION III. I/URSE PDAC'PI'rIONER/PIIYSICIAN ~IONSHIP 
'Die Association believes these working document statements are critically 
important: 
1) "1.be fundamental issue is why nurse practitioners need to have a statutory 
relationship with a physician in order to practice safely." 
2) "••• the State must be mindful of the danger of unduly restricting access 
to various servi.ces and practitioners." 
Further, the Association urges careful attention to the fact that nursing and 
medical practitioners do routinely voluntarily communicate and collaborate with 
each other in planning, providing and evaluating health care services. Ample 
evidence of the high quality of services rendered by nursing practitioners, 
.reports of consumer satisfaction with services provided by nursing practitioners 
and testimony by individual physicians underscore the accountability of nursing 
pracd.tioners. 
Statutory reference to the nurse-physician relationship has obviously become 
b:igbl.y politicized. The Association recognizes unnecessary reference to 
"collaboration" may be used to defuse this issue, but it vigorously opposes 
statutory reference to protocols, written agreements, physician back-ups or 
ratios. Each of these has enormous potential for indefensible restriction of 
access to nursing services. Given the widely publicized impending oversupp¼¥ 
of physicians, access to nursing sen.tees must now be vigilantly protected. 
Imposition of protocols, written agreements, physician back-ups or ratios upon 
:lndi.vidua1 practitioners as well as administrative agencies would render health 
care increasingly cumbersome. costly, inflexible and ineffective. 
SEC'rION IV. ENTRI REQUIREMENTS 
Preparation. for provision of primary health care services is currently provided 
in baccalaureate and master's degree programs in nursing as well as in certificate 
programs. Projections for the future are that preparation wilbt,~e2~lace 
predominantly in graduate and undergraduate nursing education. '-., 
Specific educaciona.l requirements for areas of concentration or specialization 
in practice are not co11D110n to the professional statutes of New York State. To 
establish such requirements for nursing would constitute a major policy change. 
In the judgment of the Association, such a change is_ totally unwarranted given 
the obviously safe practice to date of nurses in primary health care, ·midwifery, 
anesthesia and various other clinical specialties. Imposition of su2g distinctive 
requirements upon nursing could only be construed as discr~tory. 
• 
. --s-
'l'hus, the Association supports the position that entry requirements sbocl.d be 
confined to registered nurse licensure. Existing professional conduct provi.-
sions require all heal.th practitioners to limit their practice to those 
particular functions they are individually c0111petent to perform. This, 
in combination with l:f.c:ensure requirements constitutes a proper and adequate 
safeguard. 
SEC'£IO.N V. CEBTIEICATION 
The Association does not concur that public protecdon calls for a special title 
for nurses engaged in primary health care. Specialty titles are not included in 
t~ professional statutes of this state, nor should they be. 
The title "nurse practitioner" is a fUllctional title used initially to identify 
those nurses who are more routinely and systematically in'VOlved in primary health 
care than are nurses who concentrate or specialize in other aspects of nursing-
&el:\i~:fon :of.~·this·=or · any·· other functloiiil· tif1e-:·:m--:-i'e2P.,~d_:_~ . 
R.ctuests-for-:inclusion· o~~~:)-~~J:J::.l.~s.~ 9!_ 'Ei~!!5-•'!ft ' ' 
1.dentification of the particular skills and competencies of individual nurses is 
ob''Jiously important. This process should continue to include full disclosure by 
the individual licensee of relevant professional education, experience and 
credentials to clients, other providers and health care agencies. 
Voluntary professional certification exists in nursing as in other health 
disciplines. Individual nursing practitioners should continue to avail them.-
selves of this means of verifying their particular expertise. Such voluntary 
efforts supplement and complement the legal regulat:ion of practice, but should 
not be subsumed by statute. 
CONCLUSION 
The nursing profession will be able to fulfill its responsibilities to society 
only where there is direct accountability to those who are the recipients of 
nursing care services. 
The 1972 revision of the Nurse Practice Act provided unambiguous legal sanction 
for this. 
Obviously certain parties have perceived that this is a threat to 
their status quo and have systematically attempted to amend the Act in order to 
restrict nursing autonomy. The socially responsible course of action·is to limit 
the authority of these individuals and/or groups rather t:han impose restriction 
upon nursing. · 
... -~! 
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April 23, l982 
FROM: The New York State Nurses Association 
RE: Final Report: Legisia:tive Reaommendations Regarding 
Expanded Nursing Practiae 
The New Yorlc State Nurses Association appreciates your careful examination of 
provision of primary health care services by registered ~rofessional nurses in this 
state and sup!?Qrts your intent to resolve the questions surrounding legal authority 
for that practice. 
'1'he Association welcomes the opportunity to respond to your Final Report in 
which specific statutory and regulatory approaches to be included in a new bill 
are described. Association representatives deeply appreciated the opportunity to 
meet with you on April 21, 19S2 for preliminary discussion of the Fina'L Report. 
To promote continuing careful analysis of the report, the Association herein confirms 
t.~e views shared with you at that meeting. 
The Association is pleased that there are no recommendations for physician 
supervision, ratios of nurses to physicians, or examination requirements. There 
are, however, other legislative and regulatory approaches cited which are of grave 
concern. The Association's response to each section of the Fin.al Report follows in 
numerical sequence.* 
nSection 1: Nurse Practitioners should be legally recognized and their practice 
regulated. " 
'1'his secti.on describes the growth and expansion of the nursing profession as 
unique, and asserts that nurse practitioner programs have created "a new type of 
hea1th care professional." All professions are dynamic; all professions' services 
expand and contract in response to the needs of society. The phenomenon is neither 
new nor 1.Dlique to nursing. over time some nurses have consistently provided primary 
health care services similar or identical to those now under scrutiny. The Association 
concars that the authority of nurses prepared to provide primary health care services 
should be legally mcognized and regulated in the context of the Nurse Practice Act. 
tExcerpts from the F-f.na.1.BepoP't are set off by quotation marks. 
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"Section 2: The proposed regulation of. nurse cractitioners should be developed 
within the context of the existinq regulatory framework." 
'!he Association agrees wholeheartedly with this section in that the State 
Education Department and the State Board for Nursing are adequate regulatory agents. 
"Section III: Scope of Practice" 
The Association is concerned over the statement that, "nurse practitioners are 
-'.trained to diagnose and treat illnesses within.their specialties, in addition to 
their nursing skills." It implies that diagnosing and treating are not now, nor 
ever have been, part of nursing practice and that such functions are new and unique 
to "nurse practitioners." Neither is true. 
"Re~ommendation l" 
The Association agrees that nurses prepared for primary health care 
services should have legal authorization to diagnose and treat. 
"Recommendation 2" 
The Association opposes the recommended approach to requlation 0£ prescrip-
tion and irmnunization authority. The mechanism outlined is complex, costly, 
unwieldy and unnecessary. Developing formularies and keeping them up-to-d~te 
would be extremely time cons'Witing, most likely bogged down by controversy among 
the participants and potentially not achievable. Further, giving other discipl~nes 
and the state Board for Pharmacy administrat;ive jurisdiction over nursing practice 
is a marked departure from the existinq regulatory framework • 
. , 
A more reasonable approach would be for the State Education Department to 
require appropriate pharmacology content in all approved programs. 
"Section IV: The Nurse Practitioner/Physician Relationship" 
The Association vigorously opposes the requirement for written agreements between 
the nurse and physician for several reasons. First, such a requirement would expose 
the scope of practice of each discipline to control and definition by the other: _ 
second, each such agreement would be different and, as a legal document, would invite 
practice challenqes and lawsuits against both nurses and physicians. Third, should 
physicians be unable or WlWilling to participate in written agreements, nurses' . 
practice would be legally prohibited. None of these consequences would serve public 
interest. Further, in current practice, nurses and physicians have demonstrated 
their,accountability by voluntarily enterinq into appropriate informal working 
agreements. 
Identification of practice settings, pamely Article 28 and 44 facilities in the 
nurse practice statute, is inappropriate and inconsistent with all current pro~essional 
practice acts of this state. The grant; of authority embodied in practice acts · does 
and should continue to extend to all.settings. 
. . . . 
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"Section V: Entry Requirements" 
The Association agrees with the FinaZ Report that completion or. a program 
approved and registered by the State Education Department is an adequate minimum. 
standard and that no examination is necessary. 
The Association also agrees that certification should be the responsibility 
of the professional Association, but opposes statutory reference to voluntary 
certification. 
"Section VI: Title Certification" 
The Association opposes the inclusion of the title "nurse practitioner" in 
the statute. There is absolutely no evidence to suggest that public protection 
requires statutory identification of this or any other functional nursing title. 
Such identification would fractionate the profession and in other states has led 
to proliferation of titles within statute and regulation. 
This response briefly outlines the Association's areas of support and opposition 
to concepts and reconunendations included in the Pinal. Report. We would be pleased 
to enlarge on any aspect if further clarification is desired. The Association's 
position is intended to provide experienced guidance so that the legal issues 
regarding provision of primary health care services by nurses can be resolved in 
the best interests of society and the nursing profession as a whole. 
-1 
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I AM DEEPLY DISAPPOINTED THAT YOU WILL COSPONSOR A11922 I STRONGLY 
OPPOSE THIS BILL AS It SERIOUSLY JEOPARDIZES THE CURRENT NURSE 
CT ENDANGERS ACCOUNTABILITY OF BOTH NURSE AND PHYSICIAN AND 
i~A~~~ER~TRICTIVE THAN THE CURRENT PHYSICIANS ASSISTANT LAW PLEASE 
CONSIDER UITHDRAWING YOUR SUPPORT 
JUANITA HUNTER 
0909 EST 
MGMCOMP PliM 
• 
nh.·ersity of New York at Buffalo 
ADUL T~URSE PR.-\CTITIO:'JER PROGIIA~f 
DEPARTMEST OF GR,\OUATE EDUCATION 
School of Sursing · 
MEMORANDUM 
TO: ALL FACULTY 
FROM: Pat Bui.,::., Pat Castiglia, Charlene·McKaig 
DATE: Hay 18s 1982 
RE: Nurse Practitioner Legislation 
~.!toi,t,,fIJ.o:1ti•,n, 
Sc.!w-J: of H~.:il~:. ~,-iat<-:i Prt'IH~oas 
Scoool o! lfeclicine 
School o! Xur,ilr,c 
Scl:oo.l oi P!ur=cy 
Mliliated n ... p,taJs: 
Buffa!,> C-.i!dren·s 
Bufnafo Ger.mol 
. Erie County lJ~cal Cei:.te~ 
Vetaans AdministratioA '.\!e<!i>."Ul Center 
Associated Haei;,::als: 
liillard Filmore 
Ro5,.,e1J Park 
On April 26> 1982 a number of Practitioner faculty and students lobbied in 
Albany for the passage of the Seigel-Tallon Bill All922. Since the official 
publication of this bill is being introduced today> many may not be familiar 
with its contents. 
The major features include: 
1. A ~itten agreement defining "the division of responsibilities,. 
the proc~dure for consultation and review of therapeutic measures" 
2. A prescription advisory committee to· be appointed which will be 
composed of three registered professional nurse practitioners. 
three licensed physicians and three pha~cists 
· On May 18, 1982 Assemblywoman Gail Shaffer, who bad previously sponsored and 
supported the Governor's Primary Health Care Bill, A77221, S6361. S6525, placed 
her support behind the Seigel-Tallon Bill. 
Assemblywoman Shaffer, in a personal telephone conversation with Pat Burns ). 
today• stated that the Governor's Primary Health Care Bill bas been inactivated . ·. 
.and is not a viable alternate to the Seigel-Tallon_Bill. 
.If you feel you would like to be informed about the. viewpoints of this issue 
and to review the Seigel-Tallon.Bill, contact either the Adult or Pediatric 
Nurse Practitioner faculty. . 
PMkas 
lllll)IA10Jlll: DATE:. 6/10/82 
m: •ur• Pnctitiqpn of WQtem Jle!r-.Yon .. -
!ml: .. loanie lullouab . , ·:-: ..... _ ,.:. __ {;,~-~~~,:-.-. __ ._,.:-.. : ,.,. . , .. ' .. _. 
U: . A__,lJ· lill_ »922·.aa4 haate'lill 6650 :; ·· · j· ~:-t,:· :';:, ·. ·::•: _. ._ · ... , 
. . .... · .. :· .. :·:·. . .. ·_._ .:· . : ,·. _; .. :'. : :::,.ft}(: ,<t<::·<-;\.'.::;.~ _· :-:_:·' :;:-· ·. .. . 
. I WNlt to Albany 3au .8th. to lobby fff. our bill.:;, 'Dd.a.,it••;iJ.a· f~~tton 
o~ obaerutiana of tut day· and -other tufonatioa «bout:- tM. Pi9P•• _of. tba bUl. · 
'11111 bfll aoe• to- Vaya a&ld·'lfeaa JUM. 10th estd it ta •t~ip&te4-.1~ v1U ~• .. 
tbera. It vlll probably aqt ao ~- tbe u--1, ·u~r··•W •f.~,: J•·:~lr~~ · ... , 
the real teat now aeaa to ·be in .tha Sea.ate and tbe -..,, figure:: -ther•; .,_,~rrc.- ·· . • . · / 
.mderaon·, 'die Seaata Majority tader •. He bu the~-:•: IDP,11.'aot ·-~~:~-- •·' :.: ·' _. 
ldll to Seaac.·floor ad __ Chara :la .,,.~ inll:lca~--;_~t .,_-.~~ ~--:~~~:·:. ·' _::-,:·.. ,: 
Jfaaq Malbc,re (~·of mcJlfA) !D" 1' v1~,~---~~~-~-iatt":p,r~.~'.1\r·· . ; 
Hr. NIil~. to IPNk for:~· CNlittn..· . le .felt:: Out,.,..c••-:~,.-~~-,~~-,-.l!OCI'·· :•·.:.::.; .. ~1:; :· . bee••• W·loth 1ffllll,illcl.-tu JWu.l-·Sodety. qpq~.,W-1• .J(~•-~4i!:t•~~ .. ~bac_.~,~:·:,;;;-_·•·:·. I 
Ila b.a •re lld1sraa fraa Jl'fllll daall froa our aide; ·~•t ;11e lla4 tw let~era of-· · .. i ·· · · I 
aapport baa "~pnhadoaa, act that ••t of the fuorable nurse pr&etitioner · I 
..U be bacl waa boa Jfev York Cf.ty ad it looked 11.ka a, batch cf fora· letters. · · : 
After c:ouulti. J Vith aperta 1n · Albany we concluded that there u-e two · ,1 approacbu ve Med to t:ata: (1) cau every relative,. fdand, old ·tove:r, or · · _, i 
vbatever 1.11 ~hplllltOD (A1ldu801I'• diatrict). A;lk tbea to write. a note in f•vor ;:::, . I 
of uuna p:ractt.tionen. or S6650 to Hr. Andareon. (2) Coaceptua11se ·Hr." . ·._ '.·· · · 
.AllderllOll u • •tahWide figure ad vrite to hill oureel••• · Autharitiee in · - · · · · 
.Albany aa,- be actually tbfnt• of hiw.l.f aa a atatw:lde per.- ao thia 1• an . · , 
appropriate c:oncaptudiutton. · · 
Thu. the a,n iaportqt •Hp-:,ou ca take nov u to ·Had a letu..: or a 
to: 
The Honorable Warreo M. Ander•oo · 
Senate Majffity Leader 
loom 330 lulldf.q 
Albany, 1lev Tort U247 
flle MC011d .,.t importasat etep la to cootact ,our cn11a uua'bl,-ia· aacl ·AUtoJ' '. :·._;, ·:· 
uraua Olleit aore chat c:hey nppart Lm l•at•l•t11k1. If ct-•1 haT.i cl.:u.dy ' · ··.: · .· 
vr:lttea back te111Dg }'OIi &bay are. co-apaaaor or m'-,poit. --..:~----~•t~r:--"".•'. 
thanktlll chea for auppon. ,: · ·:.-... ·:,-- · . :Y: .. ··:_ · _·; . _ . .- . · .. ;-
there 1a ... good abGut thecupatp. ~::lbi~le7 c.lq, .. ,':-.c~:>;\;>· -: .::_(,:·: 
for 1'..Uy PJaof.ng Mvocate• 1a da-vottna -.ch of ur•~:.co;aar··~,~-:.:•:r,:-' 
The f.Uy pllamillg m-...ent ia very dependeut oa nuna pracd.tlooara ., it· ie a:'". · 
.fipt. for for dlml. It gnat baYiq a r-1 prof .. doaal. to connlt 
vttb. V. are all atW 110V!.ce• bu:lde bar. 'l'be other· good .,.. · is ~t tu. · · 
Stata Ill> orsantsation 'bu a atat-t of eupport ·,,;.t-,,. 
' ·. . . . ·.; ---~-. ·•· . . .... 
'1'he .ad news ia the BYSBA caapatp. · It hua•~ and it · u · alant 'bjateri_; 
cal.. · The tapreHioa they are au:laa Oil l•at-la.c:onr ta very taegat1ve. The i:wo · 
arau-nu Albany ataffer.- an heari.q fna JIIIHA folka .... to 10 · ltu thia: -
(1) The bill vlll hara 11uratn1 bac:auae wree practittaau•. will have. practice 
ap1•1nt• ldth phyeic:lana and phyalciau are ttie ...,.. (Z) • ~t all nune• · 
eoulcl lMI allowcl to pnacriba tnatead of juat nur• practi~iour• and au.rae 
anutbadata. · · 
- • 
They do not find either of theH aquanca par,1wlul1 .. ao I~--
spent a lot of tia recatly trying to coavhce Albay,ataffer• tbat 1ffSIA U. • 
rational organhation that :ls just t:yiug to protect itl ..,.raldp, but Uft _ 
had little aucceu. The frantic hoatil• 'cbU'act•ri•ttc• of .. C. BY~ c = ~- . 
cations are a gnat tragedy for all of ua. Ia the abort run it ta Nd for u 
because all of tbe major. of the· bill fHl that • aud at lea~ OM o~: . 
the super powara with· us.: · They had al•Ja hope4 that (t woul4 'be RY~ '!MJ' 
would haw made· w aaendaent-a that:,woulcl bave ,ulle4. ~~--~-~-~•ft_ .. 
(giving mre ponr to uur~). • !bat· would :bne b .. 11 anat ~or Uf ill 
nuraes. Instead, NYSNA .... to ba wsging u • araa,: that- ~:..::r Ip e:-
rational · dialogue or negotiate ao the apouon are· tuZlliaa \O , . 
power·•• the ·only -rational one.• -'Ill• June·2!l'd: taeet.1Pa.,ie.-tha~~ .. ' , 
•dicf.ne.'' 'Let ua bopa'thal: tbe·-:p-,09fcl--S • ...., .. ~--~-~ -~- w~-
-~empa the·l~g-r~ bam i•·•--·•re·.tplU.t•- ia., .. ··:-_..,.~ 
emeratns 1n_:111,aa~ 1a tharlfflM 1• bi~, ·ponrful·a4,~ruJ• :. ~;,.0~~·· -~{~:'/.';· . 
that we did not need.. ·I&~will ·ua .. for. lt!QU•~-:~-J.tll . .·· 
. . . • . . ... . '. . .- . . y . . lagielat:lon for · · · · · · -• · - · · ·. · . 
t .. • • • . • _.. • - • • - • - ;. 1 .:. . 
~! :t ·~·:• __ . .,;;-, ~.:;u::'f? _ - . 
: • .. _.,.,.' ;, '" _: } ::. .'Jf 
BB:mjb 
.i 
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_Practitioner Bill Splits State Nurses I 
• I 
sy Nanette Tramont Kollig 
COUIIIEII-DPtl!SSSTAPF~ 
A proposal ia .ae. Sla~ l4iala· 
ue to gift IIUm! IAClitiOaen die 
-gal right fn dfapoee ud treat DJ. 
-~ and pracribe certain medl-
,tions without dll! dJrect. supent-
,,;n of physicians bas aome d this 
• ate's nurses vowhlg CIIIP)'5itioa to 
:•? ~. Yet Gtbers wbeilelleNt-
!Jy supportiag it. 
The bill, introduced indle 
.re yesterday. would aDaw a ane 
,1C'titica!r lo lfi VJ) priva.le JDC-
''? under wrlUa eontract wltl1 a 
·, :• su::'..an. 
The New Yartc Nr.asin,r As-
ocia.tioa.. wllidl npt!Sl'nts about 
:.000 mJrS5 thrCJRllurt lhe state. Is 
:,posing the measure oa the 
·c.unds that it Is --restrictive'' and 
· ,uld make nmsil:tg (nctice "'SUJ>. 
•rvif'Dl .. 10 pbJsidans. aecard!ng 
P~mary Sberidaa. director of 
mmunicatiomlorNYSNA. 
Eu? the Caalitioa of Organm!d 
Jrsi> Practilioaet Alsociations of 
,,,.._ York State. which r~ts 
),,ut %,OGI nurse practitioners 
atewide. 0 .-ntbashwica.Uy sup-
,rt.,;•• the tneasUle. 
Under the c:unent Slate law gov-
n.rn;: nursille. 1111! J972 Nurse~ 
-e Ac(. -mrr padke is defiDed 
- ··the ctilglM d 8 ,. ad treatment d 
,man resp, • ii tlDacwai or pxen- . 
!! ~)di problems tbrougb sucb 
-n:ices ol. CaR fJmhrag. health 
.~rung. heald, ffll'GSeliag and pr-. 
-ion <i care suppartl-.-e lo or re-
.ra.ttw to life and well being. H 
1 hat Je«islatio11 .allows some 
; rses and uune practiUooers to 
.sU mirsbg diaposes. bllt DIil 
· "fiia1 diq• aes 'l'bat is. a pa-
•;;t with a dimic caadiUoD. c11a-
. ·•es ftr lns&llft. can go to .a 11111W 
• .Jctitioner for llealth INCbing 
:IOUt bis aadtlaD and mon11arillg 
_ ' his c:onditioll bit cannot be dial· 
, · · sed as bavmg tbat condition by 
".(• l':UI3e 
1 A nurse pracdlioner t'anDOl write 
t; ~:escnptioa under aan-ent lelim· 
'I -J!'). .. 
-, Tht- 1Mt.-ed Wire waa1II al· 
-w nurse Jn,C.1idGaets 10 practice 
"1de1-tbediredlalsad~ola 
!lysidan ad call for ·IIWIII! 
, :-actitianer& so a11ta1a wriflell em-
. acts with .J)hJsldans lo providf 
·:;1:::-gpn,:;.· Cclre and to aet'ef)t refer-
• ' .. ! ; 
. :,.: ' 
;' i~- ,, :<;~ ½?~:~: 
_;_f,,.l,::iUl(i,,11,'2 .. 
.. , 
C,.tbla t.enrenz, • nurH pracUUofter. 1aa1 with a paUtni at Mr 
office In IN ira-lfl clnlc at tbe Erie Count, lhcllcll (:enter. 
raJs. 'Dll:lse llmSI!! practitioners so of Erie county Medical Center's 
established witb a pll)'Sidan, could walk-in cllnf.c, a branch of the~ 
presaibl! medications that are not gency room. She sees the proposed · 
controlled substances. legislation u clearing up some of 
0 tlae legal questiom SUJ'1'0UJldiDg the 
'Die meume also calls for lhe es- issue of what nurse practitioners 
1AJ>Hsha¥ont #If a. prescription advi- can and cannot do. 
sory cammtttee, made up of .. Wbat we can do now Is pretty 
cius, pharmacists and nurses, -to much up in the Air," &be sai4. "'We 
determine what educatlcMl couraes do a lot or different things in differ-
nurse practitioners would need to Ent setUngs. We interpret it ( current 
take. wblcb drugs they WOIIJd be al- · leglslalion) to fit the situation ... 
lawed to prescribe and under what Ms. Leverenz, who has a master's 
c1n:umstaaces. degree .In nursing. thinks the meas-
That commiUee also would deter- UN! "wouldn't restrict" current 
mine what procedures nurse practl- 1IUl'Slng practice and would "'cer-
tioners could perform. "ll wOldd tall]J open up more opportunities 
tbellbavelheriptandobllgatlonto we don't have now." Ms.~ 
approve what aunies a.re allowed to says she now wrlles prescriptions 
provide." said NYSNA ·s Ms. Sheri-· · for non-controlled substances signed 
dan. ··n would mNG u,e interven- _ by die doctors iD her dlnk:. 
tioa or another health care group . · 
supervjsinglRlrSlng,"sbeadded. Birt Martha Kemsley, a pedlalrk 
Cynthia Lew.renz is a lit't'med nurse practhloner who works for th,, 
Erir County Ur.lll!l l>t·r•:;rlr,'.hll 011 
a fee for service bas.is, said, "In Je-1 
gaJ terms. we do not have the right! 
to prescribl- medication.•· { 
In a hospital setting, such as ttwl 
one- in which Ms. Leverenz works, e 
"lhe doctor is as.wming responsibif. t 
ity for prescribing," M's. Kemsley} 
sa:d, addinz there are "situational; 
arrangements in certain lnstitu•f 
lions". { 
Ms Kemsley. who ha.,; a m~c:ter's~ 
degree In nursing and completed her{ 
practitioner program posl~er•s.. 
said she would not support tM newf 
measure because "it ls wry restncc:• 
Uve of nursing practice. And not{ 
}mt nurse practitioners, but It 11asi 
implications for all nunies." j 
The Issue, she said, "Is diagnoslngt 
• and treating illnesses. That is non 
something just done by nurse prac:ti•f 
tioners. All nurses diagnose aadJ 
treat within theircapabUities. · ] 
''There Is no q~tion that the\ 
WGC'd diagnosis gas uncomrortableJ 
It Is traditionally belll'Wd that only{ 
physicians can diagnose. But many;. 
health care professionals diagnose 
- pllysical therapist, for Imtance.' 
The act of diagnosing gets a little 
rmitorial, when Indeed tM is.51.te is' 
that health care services should be' 
available to the public within the 
scope of the capabilities of the in-
dividual prowling them.'' 
A bill in~ - tJ,e Legisla• 
blre by Gov. HUii( L. . Carey and 
Staie &lucatlcm CommlssfGner Cvi< 
doll ·Amooch, states that health ser-
vice may be performed. by a regts. 
tered profeuloaal . nu_rse In col• 
laboratiOll with a p~ctan. That 
bill, currently In Leglsiature's 
Committee on Higher Education, 
has NYSNA •s support. 
"We baw supported the gover-
llDMS bW. It is lhe least restrictive. 
It would allow nunies to practice iq 
cooperation with . pllysiclan& This 
(the compromise bill> is very restr-
ictive in that mines would be su-
pervised by pbysidans. 
.. Nursing Is an independen1 ht.>alth 
profession. .It is not subsl'rvient. The 
wrftte!l a~meats (ln t})e compro-
mise measure) would call ror sll· 
fling restrictions ... 
ll ls NYSNA's'pc,sjtlon that pas-
sage ol the compromise measure 
would drivl' up the cost$ ot health 
care. ••'fbe ad1. u;ory committ~ hd1-
to be fundM. thl'fl you would ha'l.'P ,,, 
11pply. It's ju.~I glllhl? to lnnt'llll 
t~h. ... M.~ ·:rwn,l.n1 ~u-1 
MEDICAL CENTER 
601 ELMWOOD AVENUE 
ROCHESTER. NEW YORK 14642 
AREA CODE 716 
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE AND DENTISTRY • SCHOOL OF NURSING 
STRONG MEMORIAL HOSPITAL 
April 29, 1982 
Mr. Mark Alan Siegel 
Chairman, 
Higher Education Committee 
New York State Assembly in 
Albany 
Albany, New York 
Dear Mr. Siegel: 
I have just read the draft report containing recommendations 
for legislation on expanded nursing practice. I view the draft 
with great disappointment and concern, especially those sections 
that restrict the scope of nursing practice, and that control 
nursing practice through written agreements and untenable 
regulations regarding authority for prescriptions and immuniza-
tions. None of these sections will serve the health needs of 
consumers nor do they permit the full utilization of the know-
ledge, and skills of nurse practitioners as they seek to address 
unmet health care needs in the s~ate of New York. I urge your 
reconsideration of the sections of this bill that seeks but 
fails to rectify some current issues. 
On another related matter of personal distress to me is that 
one of your staff members reportedly said that I have and am 
serving as a consultant to your office. This is totally untrue • 
My only association with you or your staff has been in regard 
to testimony which I presented at a hearing at Buffalo in October 
6, 1981. My testimony is enclosed, it has not changed. Anyone 
who knows me (and there are many in the nation and state who 
know of my background in introducing the nurse practitioner~ 
knows that I would not support legislation such as the working 
paper proposes. Nor will I tolerate having my name used indis-
cretely to further causes that I do not and cannot support. _ 
I have every confidence that you will take the necessary action 
to rectify such behavior by your staff. 
Many innovative and dynamic patterns of nursing and health care 
delivery-primary care, in-patient and long term care - have 
developed in Rochester and nurses have been in the forefront 
,... -; (: :.. • f,tP~t!ll\: tilb1 275-2371 
of practice, education, and research. 
Indeed, the largest group of professional nurse practitioner/ 
faculty in the state and the nation are at Rochester. ~ny 
of these well qualified nursing leaders share my concerns. 
1bey see the potential controls that can be applied by individuals 
. and institutions to limit nursing practice, to dictate curriculums 
and to give authority over nursing practice to other professional 
groups. Therefore, i and many of my colleagues oppose this 
draft of legislation on "Expanded Nursing Practice". We support 
'the governor's bill and recommend strongly that it become your 
bill as well. 
Si 0rely. 
.. . . .-, -::::::- ,. .. 
,_ ;.L "fr;c \: r...· ,c-\...-!"'°---
1.oretta C. Ford. R.~ .• Ed.D 
Dean and Director of Nursing 
LCF:sd 
Enclosure 
cc: Honorable Tarky J. Lombardi. Jr. 
Honorable James R. Tallon. Jr. 
ANA President Barbara Nichols 
ANA Executive Director. Judith A. Yates 
CATHRYNEA.WElCH.RN.EdO 
£)(ECUTIVE DIRECTOR 
NYSNA LEGISLATIVE PROGRAM MEMORANDUM 
Hay 1. 1980 
n,., '!/-1, S1a1. nlll'Ud ...4.Md.uo,. 
Z113WESTERNA¥ENUE 
GUII.DEIII.ANO. NEW YOH 1DM 
PMONE C1181t51«m 
RE: the Governor's Legislative Proposal regarding Registered Professional 
Nurse Provision of Primary Health Care Services (A.11733) (5. 9906) 
the State Education Department's Legislative Proposal in relation to the 
Expanded Practice of Nursing (A.11056} 
THE GOVERNOR'S LEGISLATIVE PROPOSI\L (A.11733) cs. 9906) 
On March 10, 1980 the NYSNA Board of Directors voted unanimously to support 
the draft language of Governor Carey's legislation re provisfon of prinary 
health care services by registered professional nurses (see attached copy). 
The rationale for the Board's action is that the bill will reaffinn the 
right of professional nurses to provide primary health care services and 
will thus facili~ate public access to quality health care services. 
The Association believes the 1972 revised legal definition of nursing 
practice authorizes registered professional nurses to provide primary 
health·care services. Legislative sponsors of that definition and 
Governor Nelson C. Rockefeller (who signed the measure into law) 
shared that view. However. because legal counsel of the State Education 
Department contended otherwise. registered professional nurse invoh!~ment 
in provision of primary health care services has been impeded. 
Approval of the Governor's proposal will remve unnecessary and unfortunate 
impediments. Moreover, it will do so without amending the legal definition 
of nursing practice, establishing a third title or license, characterizing 
nursing practice as medically delegated or supervised, restricting the 
setting in which professional nurses may practice, or authorizing the 
· State Education Department to iqK>se certification or functional require-
ments on professional nurses. · 
The Governor's bill has been introduced and its _bill n111Der is A.11733,5.9906. 
The Governor's bill: 
Holds nurses directly accountable to clients for nursing and is 
thus in.the best interest of the public. 
Proaotes direct,public access to the services of nurses, again in. 
·. the best ·interest of the public.· . · . -. ·· . · 
-2-
Requires the State Education Department to ensure high 
educational standards in any program preparing primary care 
practitioners.* 
Is consistent with recol!'lllendations of n~tional funding and accrediting 
groups. 
Will re~iOve questions enabling federal funding where questions have 
existed. 
Strengthens the position of nursing for direct insurance reimbursement. 
Represents natural evolutionary progress of nursing in a technological 
society, desperately in need of progressive health care services. 
Maintains integrity of the nurse practice act as well as its consistency 
with ether professional practice acts. 
Preserves nursing's identity. 
*Hospital diploma and associate degree prog:a~s ~n nursi~g do not ~urport to provide 
educational preparation for services descr1bed m_t~e b11l; the b1ll_does hold any 
registered orofessional nurse who undertakes prov1s1on of these serv1ces to have 
received State Education Dep,rtment approved educational preparation. 
THE STATE EDUCATION DEPARTMENT BILL (A.11056) 
Attached is a copy of Assembly Bill 11056 introduced through the Rules Co11111ittee at the 
request of the State Education Department. Major features of the proposal are: 
1) amendment of section 6902 (legal definition of nursing practice) and sections 6910 
of the Nurse Practice Act and 6527 of the Medical Practice Act; 
2) authorization of "expanded practice in a special area of nursing practice 11 under 
the direction and supervision and in collaboration with a licensed physician"; 
3) requirement of written protocols between the nurse perfonning the services and a 
physician; 
4) limitation of the ratio of nurses and directing physicians to 2 to 1 except in 
Article 28 facilities; 
5) authorization for the Education Department to establish certification requirements 
for 0 expanded" practice; 
6) authorization for the C00111issioner of Education to establish special areas of 
nursing practice. identify the general and special services nurses may provide in 
these areas, detennine the fonn and content of the protocol agreements; 
7) appropriation of $65,000 to the Education Department for implementation. 
Like all previous Education Department proposals on this subject, Bill 11056: characterizes 
the legitimate evolving role of nursing as a medically delegated and supervised function; 
confers upon the Co11111issioner of Education. virtually unlimited power to define the scope of 
nursing practice and the role of nursing practitioners and estabHsh educational and ce.'tifi-
cation·requirements for nursing. It goes beyond previous proposals in that it also amends 
the Medical Practice Act to limit the number of nurses which a licensed physician may · 
•direct• and •collaborate with.• · 
-3-
The ~ill is e~s~ntially a total denial of the legitimate autonomy of the nursing profession 
and ~ts pract1t1one:s: _It would seriously jeopardize access to quality nursing care services 
an~ 1s, therefore, 1n1m1cal to the public interest. It must be promptly and decisively 
re.1ected b.v the nursing comnunity. 
Letters of support of the Governor's bill and opposition to the State Education 
Department• s bi 11 A. 11056 should be sent to: 
Honorable Mark Siegel 
Chairman. Assembly Cormiittee on Higher Education 
Honorable John Flanagan 
Ranking Minority, Assembly ColTlllittee on Higher Education 
Honorable James Tallon 
Chai rman , Assembly Comnittee on Hea 1 th 
Honorable Ray McGrath 
Ranking Minority, Assembly Comnittee on Health 
(addPess fo:r above: Ne» Yo1.'k State AsserribZy, State Capitol, Albany, NY 12248) 
In addition, send copies of your messages to: 
Honorable Joseph R. Pisani 
New York State Senate 
State Capitol, Room 505 
Albany, NV 12247 
Willard A. Genrich 
Chancellor, Board of Regents of 
the University of the State 
of New York 
Education Building 
Washington Avenue 
Albany.- NY 12234 
Gordon M. Arnbach 
Co111Tiissioner of Education 
State Education Department 
· (add:t>ess same a:; Chancel Zar- Gen:Pichi 
Grace Brown 
Chairperson, State Board for Nursing 
State Education Department 
Cultural Education Center 
Albany, NY 12237 
Mildred S. Schmidt 
Executive Secretary, State Board 
for Nursing 
( addi·ess same as Ms. BPm.m) 
Jl-:KH:wmb 
Honorable Hugh L. Carey 
Govemor of the State of New York 
Executive Chamber 
State Capitol 
Albany. NY 12224 
Robert Whalen. M.D. 
Vice Chainan 
New York State Health Planning 
Coanission 
Empire State Plaza 
Towr Building 
Albany. NY 12237 
Thoaes P. Dowling 
Co-Chainran, Govemor•s Health Advisory Council 
tt,rgan, Finnegan. Pine, Foley and lee 
Attomeys at Law 
345 Park Avenue 
New York, NY 10022 
Kevin M. Cahill. M.D. 
Special Assistant to the Governor on 
Health Affairs 
850 Fifth Avenue at 66th Street 
New York, NY 10021 
NYSNA 
2113 Western Avenue 
Guilderland. NY 12084 
STATE OF NEW YORK 
·'11733 
IN ASSEMBLY 
Hay 6. 1980 
Introduced by COMHITI'EE ON RULES-Cat request of H. of A. Virgilio)-
read once and referred to the Committee on Higher Education 
AN ACr to aaend the education law, in relation to the provision of pri• 
aary health care services by registered professional nurses 
The People of the State of New York, represented in Senate and 
bly1 do enact as follows: 
1 Section 1. Section sixty-nine hundred nine of the education law is 
2 amended by adding a new subdivision four to read as foll~s: 
3 4. Health services which mav be performed by a registered professional 
4 ·nurse. in collaboration with a licensed physician. shall include diagno·. 
S sis of illnus end performance of therapeutic and corrective measures, 
6 includinJ issuance of prescriptions for drugs, other than controlled 
7 euhatances, and illlDWlization aaainat preventable dis•••••· .SuGh nuraea 
I aba11 1 either before or after licenaure 1 have satiafaetorily CHpleted 
9 educatianal preparation for these health services in a nursing progrn 
10 rgistered by the state departaent of education or in a pro4rai deter• 
11 by the department to be equivalent. Nothing in this subdivision 
X2 shall be ~•aaed to limit the practice of nursing as a registered profes• 
13 sional nurse pursuant to this article nO't' to deny any registered profes-
14 sional nurse tha ri ht to do an act now authorized b such article. 
15 2. This act shall take effect iamediately. 
EIPL&N&TION-Katter in itali" (underscored) Mtter _in breclteta 
. [ ) 1a old 1111 to· b9 Ollitted. 
1,Dl.'10501069S 
1,, 
• T!lI_S IS THE SED BILL - intl'oduced at t1ie :request of tlze State Education Department. 
THE ASSOCIATION STANDS IN COMPEE'rE AND INALTERABLE OPPOSITION TO THIS LEGISLATION. 
STATE OF NEW YORK 
110S6 
IN ASSEMBLY 
March 25. 1980 
Introduced by C0NHITTEE ON RutES-read once and referred to the C-it-
tee on Higher Education 
AN ACT to 1111end the education law, in relation to the upended practice 
of nursing and making an appropriation therefor 
The People of the State of New York, represented in Senate and Ass--
bly. do enact as follows: 
1 Section 1. Section sixty-nine hundred two of the education law is 
2 amended by adding a new subdivision three to read as follows: 
3 3. The practice of registered professional nursing by a nurse ~ho bas 
4 received a·certificate issued by the departaent authorizing expanded 
S practice in a special area of nursing practice aay also include the di-
6 agnosis of illness and the performance of therapeutic or corrective 
7 measures within such special area of nu~~lng practice, under the direc-
8 tion and supervision and in collaboration with a licensed physician, in-
9 cludina the issuance of prescriptions for drugs other ~ban controlled 
10 substances, provided such services are perforaed in accordance with 
11 written protocols agreed upon in advance between the nurse 
12 the services and a physician. No than two registered nurses uy en• 
13 ter into such an yreeaent with the SAIN physician, except in health 
14 care facilities licensed pursuant to article twenty-eight of the public 
15 health law. Nothing in this subdivision shall be deeaed t.o liait the 
16 practice of the profession of nursing as a registered professioaal nurse 
17 aa defined in subdivision one of this section. 
18 S 2. Such law is amended by adding a new section sixty-nine hundred 
19 ten to read as follow•: 
20 I 6910 •. Certificatu for the expanded practice of nursing. 1. A regis• 
21 tared professional nurse apelyi114 for a certificate authorized by the 
22 provisions of section sixt.y•nine hundred two of this article shall ful-
23 fill tha following reguirwnts: 
. 24 a. Application: file an application with the departaent; 
25 b. License: be licensed as • reaiste:red professional nl!-rs• in th• 
26 state of New York; 
EXPUNATION-H&ttu ill italics (underscored) is nw; utter in braekats 
( ) is old law to be oaitted. 
LBDOS110400 
A. 110S6 2 
1 c. Educ~tion: have coapleted a pro,gram of study in a special field of 
2 nursfnl which is registered by the department or a program ~hich, in the 
3 opinion of the departMht 1 is the substantial equivalent of a registered 
4 progrui 
S d. Exaaination: pass an examination satisfactory 1:0 the department. and 
6 in accordance with ccaaissioner 1s regulations; • 
7 e. Fees: p&Y a fee to the department of fifteen dollars for each such 
8 certificate. 
9 2. The c-issioner I w~th the approval of the b_oard of regents, ma~ 
10 &~op~ regulations establishing special areas of nursing practice. iden• 
11 t1fy1g th~ general and specific services ~hich may be provided by 
12 nurses certified in such areas of practice, the procedure for certifica• 
13 ti1011 in such areas. the form and content of the pro~ocol agreements 
14 required by the provisions of subdivision three of section six't)·-n · 
15 hundred two of this article and the records required to be maintained~~e 
16 the registered nurse and 'the collaborating physician. 
17 S 3. Sec'tion sixty-five hundred twenty-seven of such law is amended b 
18 adding a new subdivision six to read as folloi.-s: Y 
19 _6. A physician ~irecting and collaborating with registered profes-
20 s1on~l nur~es certified 7o eng~ge in the expanded_practice of nursi~ 
21 provided l.ll sections s1xty•n1ne hundred two and sixty-nine hundred t 
22 of this article shall not collaborate with more than two such nurs en 
23 except that this limitation shall no't apply to health care facil~ 
24 licensed pursuant to article twenty-eight of the public health la~. 
25 f 4. The sua of sixty-five thousand dollars ($65,000), or 50 much 
26 thereof as aay be necessary, is hereby appropriated to the state educa-
27 tion departaent out of any moneys in the state treasury in the general 
28 fund to the ~redit of the state pu~ses fund not otherwise appropri· 
29 · ated~ for 1ts expenses, including personal service, maintenance and 
30 operation in cerryiq out the provisions of.this act. 
31 S S. Thia act shall take effec;t on the first day of':.January in the 
32 year next succeadf.na th• data on which it shall have bec01111e a law. 
.. . . ' 
I. 
CATHRVNE A. WELCH. RN, EdD 
EXECUrlVE DIRECTOR 
2113 WESTERN AVEMJ£ 
GUILDERLAND. NEW YORK 12084 
PHONE (518) 456 8333 
April 4,. 1980 
TO: NYSNA Board of Directors 
NYSNA Council on Legislation 
NVSNA Primary Care Practitioner Specialty Group Executive Conmittee 
NYSNA Lay Council . 
District Presidents and Executive Directors 
Ctiairmen, District Nurses Association Legislative Conmittees 
President, Secretary, Legislative Liaison,. Council of Deans of 
Nursing: Senior Colleges and Univ~rsities in New York State 
Other Interested Parties 
FROM: Cathryne A. Welch, Executive Director 
RE: I. Opposition to Assembly Bill 11056 (State Education Department 
Bill re 11 Expanded Practice" of Nursing} 
II. Support for Governor 1s Bill re Registered Professional Nurse 
Provision of Primary Health Care Services 
ASSEMBLY BILL 11056 
Enclosed for your information is a copy of Assembly Bill 11056 introduced through the Rules 
ColTlllittee at the request of the State Education Department. Major features of the proposal 
are: 
1) amendment of section 6902 {legal definition of nursing practice) and sections 6910 
of the Nurse Practice Act and 6527 of the Medical Practice Acti. 
2) _authorization of "expanded practice in a special area of nursing practice" under 
the direction and supervision and in collaboration with a licensed physicianu; 
3} requirement of written protocols between the nurse perfonning the services and a 
physician; 
4) limitation of the ratio of nurses and directing physicians to 2 to 1 except in 
Article 28 facilities; 
5) authorization for the Education Department to establish certification requirements 
for 11expanded11 practice; 
6) authorization for the Conmissioner of Education to establish special areas of 
nursing practice, identify the general and special services nurses may provide in 
these areass determine the form and content of the protocol agreements; 
7) appropriation of $65,000 to the Education Department for i~lementation. 
Like all previous Education Department proposals on this subject~ Bill 11056: characterizes 
the legitimate evolving role of nursing as a medically delegated and supervised function; 
confers upon the Conmissioner of Education virtually unlimited poi,er to define the scope of 
nursing practice and the role of nursing practitioners and establish educational and certifi-
cation requirements for nursing. It goes beyond previous proposals in that 'it also amends 
the Medical Practice Act to limit the number of nurses which a licensed physician may 
11direct11 and 11collaborate with." 
The bill is essentially a total denial of the legitimate autonomy of the nursing profession 
and its practitioners. It would seriously jeopardize access to quality nursing care services 
and is. therefore, inimical to the public interest. It must be promptly and decisively 
re.jected by the nursing conmunity. 
NYSNA Board of Directors, et al. 
April 4, 1980 
Page Two 
Please convey strong opposition to this measure inmediately to Governor Hugh L. Carey. 
Thomas P. Dowling. Robert P. Whalen, M.D. and Kevin H. tahill,. M.D .. (see my March 17, 1980 
IERI) re the Govemor•s Bill for titles and addresses). In addition. send copies of your 
nessages of opposition to: 
Honorable Alan Siegel 
Chainan, Assembly Conrnittee 
on Higher Education · 
New York State Asseni>ly 
State Capitol 
Albany. NY 12248 
Honorable James Tallon 
Chairman, Assembly Conmittee 
~'on ffea 1th 
laddzoess same as Ml'. Siegel) 
Honorable Joseph R. Pisani 
New York: State Senate 
State Capitol, Room 505 
Albany, NY 12247 
Willard A. Genrich 
Chancellor, Board of Regents of 
the University of the State 
of New York 
Education Building 
Washington Avenue 
Albany; NY 12234 
II. GOYERNOR 1 S BILL 
Gordon M. Ambach 
Co11111issioner of Education 
State Education Department 
(addrese same as t:hance1.Zor Genl'i.chj 
Grace.· Brown 
Chairperson, State Board for Nursing 
State Education Department 
Cultural Education Center 
Albany, NY 12237 · 
Mildred S. Schmidt 
Executive Secretary. State Board 
for Nursing 
(address same as Ms. Broz.m) 
The' Govemor's Bill has been submitted for introduction but the bil 1 number is stil 1 
pending. The language of the bill is precisely the same as that of the draft mailed to 
you on March 17 except that the introductory line has been changed to delete "expanded 
practiceu and substitute 11prinary health care services." 
In light of the existence of the SEO bil 1, strong nursing conmuni ty support of the 
Govemor's bill is very urgent. Please send such messages now to the same individuals. 
identified above. · 
The enclosed NYSNA legislative Program Memorandum nay be useful in preparing letters of 
opposition to Asseni>ly 11056 and support of the Governor's Bill. It would be very helpful 
to NYSNA to have a copy of your messages on both bills - a single copy of each will suffice. 
We will continue to keep you infonned. We deeply appreciate your assistance -in continuing 
nursing's lon~ and necessary struggle for legal recognition.as a bona fide, autonomous 
profession. 
CAW:ID 
Enclosures 
niversityofNewYorkatBuffalo . 
DEPARTlfE:-;T OF UNOERGRADUATI-: !'iURSE F.DUCATIO:\l 
~hoot of !-.ursing 
May 2, 1979 
~Sc.huol of H~~:1_i: 
~f.-..:..r."\f o~ ~.; ::1.b-::.m:-
,Sc:-,..l:",: ir..~=- Pi:,,t':".~i:AY 
.. \.!"!.:~.- .• : .. ·J i. -,:.,!:--
i:il<o., ... -:~, \);::1 ~-I:.~:;. .. 
lt.:·~.:-~J r-::: :,~ ... :•· 
\"'e:eran.~ .. \,L:r..i::!~:..ra:;+•~i -~l .. : .. :.:~! r·':'"1~,;•: 
MEMORANDUM 
TO: All Undergraduate Faculty 
FROM: Donna Juenker , 
RE: Recent Action by State Education Department 
Regarding Supervision of Nurses by Physician Assistants . 
. 
A recent statement about the authority of physician's 
assistants to 41up~"ise nursing services by legal counsel, State 
F.duc.ation Department is one that needs our prompt response. The 
. 
statement and NYSNA's·reply is attached for your information. 
DJ:ab 
Attachment 
nw '/j,rt St.a.le 'flur,61!,$ A.idoda.tion 
2113 WESTERN AVENUE 
.GUILDERLAND, NEW YORK 12084 
PHONE (518) 456-9333 
VEROMCA U. DRISCOLL. R.N. 
EUCUTntlCD.-cTOa April 17 • 1979 
TO: NYSNA Organizational Units 
District Presidents and Executive Directors 
Other Interested Parties · 
FIOI: Paul T. Hag~n, President. NYSNA 
RE: Opinion of State Education Department Office of Counsel -
•Supervision of'Nurses by Physician•~ Assistants" 
Enclosed is a copy of my April 17, 1979 letter to Robert D. Stone, legal 
counsel, State Education Department, regarding the foregoing. This is 
the- full text of the report carried in NuPsing Education N6l,Js: 
Counsel has considered the 9ues_tion of the authority of physician's 
assistants to supervise nursing services and states that the answer 
to the question will largely depend upon the facts of a particular 
situation and the nature of the supervision involved. Nevertheless, 
counsel states that the statute is clear to the extent that a 
physician's assistant acting under a delegation of authority from 
the supervising physician may 11supervise 11 the execution b.}! a 
registered professional nurse of a medical regimen which has been 
prescribed by such physician or physician's assistant. 
The Association urges you to infonn the State Education Department Office 
of Counsel of your concern over this opinion. We would appreciate receiving 
copies .o~ correspondence you send and receive on this matter. · 
viously, my Jetter is but step one in what promises to be a long and 
complex effort to resolve this dangerous situation. We will keep you 
informed of events as they unfold. 
,PJH:llllb 
. Enclosure 
VERONICA.M. DRISCOLL, R.N. 
l:lll:CUTIYE OlltECTOft 
Mr. Robert D. Stone 
Counsel and Deputy Commissioner 
for Legal Affairs 
Office of Counsel 
State Education Department 
Washington Avenue 
Albany, NV 12234 
Dear Mr. Stone: 
' 
nw '!Jo,t Stale nlU'~ed AIUoaalion 
2113 WESTERN AVENUE-
GUILDERLANO. NEW YORK 12084 
PHONE (518) 456-9333 
April 17, 1979 
We have reviewed your office's opinion re: "Supervision of Nurses 
by Physician's Assistants"as reported in Nursing Education Net,JB, N-63, • _-
April 1979, page 2. This is to infonn you that the New York· State ~urses·-
Association views this opinion as dangerous, ludicrous and totally 1ncon-
sistent with and contrary to Article 139 and Article 130, Title VIII, 
. Education Law. 
This opinion is a simplistic, bureaucratic application of legal 
principles wholly irrelevant to the realities of health care deli~ery 
and the interrelationship of licensed health care providers. It 1mposes 
on physician's assistants a ·kind and degree of responsibility for which 
they are totally unprepared and for which there is no statutory authoriza-
tion. Furthermore, the opinion reflects: 
a) a gross lack of knowledge of both the practice of nursing and 
the practice of medicine; · 
b) a gross affront to and lack of respect for the essence of both 
the practice of nursing and the practice of medicine; · 
c) a.perception of the health care delivery system akin to that of 
the Dark Ages; 
d) a rejection of the basic purpose and intent of licensure of the 
health professions; 
e) a distortion of the legislative intent o_f the physician's assis-
tant statute; and. . . . . . 
. f) a gross demonstration of inappropriate exercise of ~lice power 
. by the state. · · · . . . 
Nr. Roberto~ Stone. 
April 17, 1979 . 
Page Tw 
In our judgment, your office's opinion that a physician 1s assistant 
aay supervise a registered professional nurse jeQpardizes and threatens 
the well being and safety of the people of this state. Therefore, as it· 
has in the .Past with respect to similar opinions by your office, this 
Association will urge the nursing corrmunity to reject this opinion. 
PTH:wmb 
cc: NYSNA Organizational Units 
Presidents and Executive Directors, 
District Nurses Associations 
Sincerely yours, 
/L,r1~, 
- Paul T. Hageman 
. President 
Deans and Directors, Nursing Education, Nursing Services 
New York State Board for Nursing 
Medical Society of the State of New York 
Hospital Association of New York State 
Senator Joseph R. Pisani 
Kevin M. Cahill, M.D. 
Thomas P. Dowling 
Gordon A!Jibach 
Dorothy Harrison 
David Axelrod 
.Rosemary Pooler 
VERONICA M. DRISCOLL, R.N. 
Clll!;CUTIVI!; Dlltl:CTOlt 
Mr. Robert D. Stone 
Counsel and Deputy Commissioner 
for Legal Affairs 
Office of Counsel 
State Education Department 
Washingto!l Avenue 
Albany, NY 12234 
Dear Mr. Stone: 
n.w ·Yort Stale ntu..Sed A66oau.lion 
2113 WESTERN AVENUE 
GUILDERLAND. NEW YORK 12084 
PHONE (518) 456-9333 
April 17,. 1979 
We have reviewed your office's opinion re: "Supervision of Nurses 
by Physician 1s Assistants" as reported in NuPsing Educa:tion N8bJ8, N-63, 
April 1979, page 2. This is to infonn you that the New York State ~urses 
Association views this opinion as dangerous, ludicrous and totally 1ncon-
sistent w.ith and contrary to Article 139 and Article 130, Title VIII, 
Education Law. · 
. This opinion is a simplistic, bureaucratic application of l~al 
principles wholly irrelevant to the realities of healt~ care del1~ery 
and the interrelationship of licensed health care prov1ders. It 1mposes 
on physician's assistants a ·kind and degree of responsibility for whic~ 
they are totally unprepared and fQr which there is no statutory author1za-
tion. Furthennore, the opinion reflects: 
a) a gross lack of knowledge of both the practice of nursing and 
the practice of medicine; . 
· b) . a gross affront to an~ lack of respec~ for the ~ssence of both 
the practice of nursing and the pract1ce of med1ci~e; 
c) a perception of the health care delivery system ak.1n to that of 
the Dark Ages; . · 
· d) a rejection of the basic purpose and intent of licensure of the 
health professions~ .·· · . . . 
a distortion of the legislative intent o_f the physician's assis-
tant statute; and · . 
a gross demonstration of inappropriate exercise of police power 
by the state. 
------·- . . . . 
Mr. Robert D. Stone 
-ApriF17, 1979 
Page .• Tw 
In ·our judgment, your.office's opinion that a physician's assistant 
.may supervise a registered professional nurse jeoi:-ardizes and threatens 
the well being and safety of the people of this state. Therefore, as it 
· has in the past with respect to similar opinions by your office, this 
Association will urge the nursing c011111unity to reject this opinion. 
cc: NYSNA Organizational Units 
Presidents and Executive Directors, 
District Nurses Associations 
Sincerely yours, 
!Lt1~, 
Paul T. Hageman 
President 
Deans and Directors, Nursing Education, Nursing Services 
New York State Board for Nursing 
Medical Society of the State of New York 
Hospital Association of New York State 
Senator Joseph R. Pisani 
Kevin M. Cahill, M.D. 
Thomas P. Dowling 
Gordon Ambach 
Dorothy Harrison 
David Axelrod 
Rosemary Pooler 
